Discover effect-rich medium applications
Follow our easy ready-coordinated step-by-step projects

EFFECT-RICH
PICTURES 2017

Paint to succeed.
Our reproduction craves vibrancy.
Combined with contrasting tones, depth, textures.
Anyone can make an impressive effect-rich picture, it is not difficult.
A flat or heavy picture including colouring-in type may seem easier to make because you may
be more familiar with the process, however, such finish rarely reproduce well or deliver much
excitement, even if the original picture may look appealing enough.

NEW

This mini art resource features plenty of highly achievable effect-rich projects, introducing you to
simple graphics combined with easy medium applications that require little skills to express well.

make effect rich pictures
gain exciting reproduction
enrich creative learning

If you prefer to coordinate your own picture or adapt our projects, please especially ensure to
review our Art Guidelines and Media Guidelines, both are available on our web page under
the top bar menu ART. Following our summary of Do’s & Don’ts can help you avoid common
pitfalls and gain a much more desirable reproduction.
Our Art Guidelines also covers the important 5mm Rule, please apply this according to your
picture type in order to avoid any disappointment with the reproduction.
We truly hope you will be inspired to try something new.
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An impressive picture does not have to be complicated

GLOSSARIES TERMS USED IN THIS BOOKLET
flat picture is not effect-rich, typically appears dull, solid
or heavy; it is the most incompatible for reproduction.
type 1 excessive poster paint application in large areas, using
undiluted mixture for entire picture, no build up of intensities.
type 2 incorrect use of pre-printed collage material, can be
too much like using it as a bold background, large chunks
not broken up well enough for the subject, or picture is
combined with undiluted, pasty, solid or heavy poster paint.
effect-rich picture is not flat, heavy or solid; picture is
vibrant and lively, rich in contrasting tones and textures;
there is some degree of depth, the subject pops out vividly
from the gradual build up of intensities.
the easiest medium to create these effects is paint, can be used
with some mix-mediums. applications could be colour-mixing,
wax-resist, collage-on-paint, painting in layers, scraffito,
most are easy enough if the graphics are suitable for ability.
basic contour graphics may include apple, bell, stocking, candle
and geometric shapes like triangle tree, stacking or not; square
present; oval bird, reindeer; round snowman, pudding, bauble, orange.
they’re not overly shapely, often chunky, easy to draw but can appear
unattractive if not enough creative effort is made to express the entire
picture. the bolder it is, the more effect-rich applications must be
made to the background and to break it up the bulky internal, in most
cases, adding other shapely graphics is vital for further enhancement.
shapely graphics require more graphics and technical skills to
express well, but some are actually not overly difficult. the contour is
not basic, can be complex, and the shape is usually more attractive and
less chunky, hence it can be quite bold without appearing too bulky.
some basic contour graphics can be expressed as a group
instead of singularly, this is often easier to express well and
can also deliver the illusion of shapely graphics in the picture.
ie. 3 chunky trees, shoal of fish, 3 baby reindeers, 3 dangling oranges.
accent graphics are smaller graphics, either part of the subject or
exist for ornamental purpose so that more shape & colour varieties
are added; they should stand out & appear vivid as they serve
to deliver subject focus and therefore bringing the picture to life.
heavier medium is the most effective - depending on the
picture, some accent graphics should be exaggerated bolder.
ie. reindeer’s red nose, antlers; bird tummy; facial features, scarf +
hat; bow on a bauble hanger, present; cherry + holly on a pudding.
abstract bg pattern
ornate bauble pattern

abstract bauble pattern

abstract sea pattern
abstract fish pattern

graphic ornate patterns require strong graphics and
composition skills to be well expressed; not for novice.
abstract patterns are not uniformed, require barely any
graphics or composition skills to express well. they can be
easily made with effect-rich techniques such as overlapping
tissues, bleeding tissue, spattering, wax-resist, overlapping
painting in lines or brick pattern using brush or finger, rag
painting, colour-mixing, reverse painting, etc.
colour-mixing is the most effect-rich application that can
transform simple pictures to the most exciting level, it will
break up a bold area with tones, textures, especially fantastic
for backgrounds and bold graphics.
colours must overlap paint is best but watercolour is the
easiest due to the bleeding nature. other techniques could
be overlapping tissue, bleeding tissue, layering wax or pastels,
wax-resist, lifting, scraping, spattering, smudging, etc.
wet-in-wet is great for watercolour painting, especially for a
background. wetting the paper before painting can prevent novice
from making heavy application, facilitate paint spread and allow
colours to bleed more effectively, delivering a softer platform so
that the subject can pop out more vividly. it must be made onto
thick paper but best with at least 250gsm cold-pressed paper.
fyi when a background is heavy, solid or overly intense, the rest of
the picture will in fact become much more difficult to express well.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
COLOUR-MIXING KING OF ALL APPLICATIONS, THE MOST EFFECT-RICH INDEED
PENGUIN ON ICE EASY WITH COLLAGE-ON-PAINT APPLICATION
THE ART OF MAKING A HIGH QUALITY HAND PRINT PICTURE NOT JUST FOR INFANTS
ANIMATED REINDEERS ON SNOW
EXPRESSIVE LIVELY SNOWMAN ON A LANDSCAPE
PAINTING IN LAYERS: A TYPICAL SNOWMAN PICTURE FULLY ILLUSTRATED STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
EFFECT-RICH BAUBLES
BANISH FLATNESS, APPLY MIX-MEDIUMS
EXPLORE TISSUE PAPERS USING MIX-MEDIUMS CREATIVELY
DISCOVER BLEEDING TISSUE PAPER TECHNIQUE EASY, SUPER EFFECT-RICH
ABSTRACT PATTERN PICTURE DISCOVER 9 EASY PAINTING TECHNIQUES
SILHOUETTE LANDSCAPE PICTURE
FINGER PAINTING NOT JUST FOR SNOWFLAKES
FINGER PAINT A FIELD OF VIBRANT FLOWER FULLY ILLUSTRATED STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
WAX-RESIST 3 BASIC APPLICATION PURPOSE
METALLIC GOLD, SILVER, COPPER
PICTURES THAT DO NOT REPRODUCE WELL TYPICAL UNSUITABLE APPLICATIONS TO AVOID

Please review especially if you are coordinating your own picture or adapting our step-by-step projects
media guidelines http://creationartcards.co.uk/art/media-guidelines/
art guidelines, do’s & don’ts including the important 5mm rule http://creationartcards.co.uk/art/art-guidelines/

Additional resource
watch basic painting videos www.creationartcards.co.uk/art/creative-tips/
learn how to hold a brush, plus painting techniques www.watercolorpainting.com/watercolor-tutorials.htm
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COLOUR-MIXING
Fun.
easy.
Effective.
Educational.
Constructive.
Transformational.
Little skills needed.
Best with watercolour.
Fantastic for reproduction.

land this is another fantastic bold area to apply colour-mixing; can also make textures at the same time, make a waxresist soil, sand or snow ground; finger paint a fluffy snow ground; paint vertically to make criss-cross grass blades.

King of all applications, indeed the most effect-rich.
Make it subtle or dramatic, with paint, oil, wax or small pieces of overlapping tissue paper,
colour-mixing can effortlessly transform the most simple pictures.
All types of paint can be used but luminous watercolour is particularly effective and the easiest to
work with; especially when applied wet-in-wet, it will deliver a diffused appearance, making it highly
compatible with a moody silhouette picture where cooler, heavier or darker colours are typically used.
Moving the paper can encourage more colour bleeding, making the finish even more effect-rich.
Both gouache & poster paint also work but the finish is never as luminous or tonal due to their chalky
nature. When using poster paint to cover a bold area like a sky or a background, colour-mixing can
effectively reduce flatness; diluting the heavy paint accordingly can prevent novice from making an
unattractive pasty finish, promote brush mark textures and a more ideal tonal appearance.
This easy application can be made anywhere but particularly constructive when added to the
most dominating part of the picture such as a bold sky, sea, ground or a background for a still
life picture. When applied to less bold graphics like using 2 wax colours to draw a scarf or a
pine tree, 2 red shades to finger paint a flower, 3 wax colours to cover a plain contour orange, or
mixing wax + watercolour to cover a dark bulky pudding, the extra creative effort can instantly
give your picture some extra wow factor.

sky nothing is simpler than this vast unrestrictive bold area; can be in shapes and patterns of all sorts, from the most
subtle to intense, especially constructive for picture with a smaller subject or a bold area that dominates a picture.

diffused sunlit halo sky red painted from
centre, khaki green from outer edge, weton-wet; ground - rich khaki green paint over
white wax; trees - very rich khaki green paint

brush mark rich graduated sky slightly diluted
poster paint in red, blended with yellow, painted
with trunks masked with tape; other details - peel
tape, paint trunk patterns + shadow with grey

tonal moonlit sky blue+touch of yellow watercolour
over heavy wax, wet-in-wet; glowing moon - yellow paint
over yellow wax; hill - blue paint over heavy white wax;
scarf - wax in red+orange; hat, arms, face - black wax

easiest and best with delicate luminous watercolour applied with wet-on-wet technique; other paint could be runny
gouache or 50% diluted poster paint, but the output is less tonal; a large wide brush will enable efficient application.

delicate tonal sky hint of yellow watercolour
all over + touch of blue added near top only;
ground - stronger watercolour in hooker
green; tree & bird - stronger gouache

soft tonal sky watercolour in blue + yellow,
wet-in-wet; ground + snowflakes - heavy white
wax applied as wax-resist; subject - colour
cards; hat - skilful pen application on card

intense tonal sky watercolour in orange,
blue, pink; very shapely silhouette - skilful
marker pen application; silhouette combined
with watercolour make a striking picture

speckled dirt ground strong green watercolour
on heavy brown wax rubbing, wax-resist; sky green with touch of flesh pink, wet-in-wet subject
- shaded with flesh pink watercolour

fluffy snow ground white poster paint on blue
poster paint, finger painted; sky - 50% diluted poster
paint, in red + touch of blue; subject - white poster
paint, finger painted; others - black marker pen

grass field strong gouache in leaf green + sap green
sky - runny gouache in yellow + touch of blue;
flower - crimson red + touch of flesh pink,
finger painted; rabbit - taupe brown, flesh pink ears

sea this vast area can be express with all sorts of exciting colours and moods; can be painted with simple horizontal
brush strokes, wavy brush strokes, in brick patterns, or with a touch of wax-resist application for added textures.

choppy sea watercolour in blue + touch of yellow magical sea watercolour in blue + green
on gentle green wax rubbing; sky - blue watercolour; applied in brick patterns, wet-on-wet; sky - blue
land - yellow watercolour on heavy yellow wax; hut- watercolour with reverse painted clouds; land
heavy wax, lines are etched; bunting - poster paint
- heavy yellow wax; umbrella - sharpie pen

calm sea - watercolour in blue + yellow; sun - wax in
vermillion, orange, yellow, painted on top with similar
colours; sky - watercolour in blue, with yellow added
on top; land - yellow watercolour on heavy yellow wax

background, still life or close-up subject very constructive for chunky internal of plainer contour graphics; if no
colour-mixing is applied, these subject won’t shine, and the pictures would indeed look rather bland for this type of picture.

background - watercolour in blend of
yellow + green; oranges - wax crayon in
yellow + orange + vermillion; leaves - wax
crayon in blend of light and mid green

broken up bulky subject - patterns made
with bleeding tissue paper on card, added
as collage, bulky triangle cut into strips;
background - bleeding tissue paper technique

sea - slightly smudged oil in turquoise, dark & light blue;
reef - dark & light green oil; rock - brown paint over grey
oil; fish head - red & orange paint; fish middle - grey &
blue paint; fish end - green & orange paint over white wax

CUTE PENGUINS ON ICE EASY WITH COLLAGE-ON-PAINT
Never make a flat & heavy collage picture, follow these basic coordination guidelines . . .
Always keep pre-printed collage materials to take up no more than about 35% of the picture.
Always break up chunky internals. A bolder subject will naturally have a bulky internal which must be broken up
with more shapes and colour varieties; for a penguin or a bird, this can be expressed with bold facial features and a
tummy; for a reindeer or a snowman, add a vibrant flying scarf to brighten and to break up the dark or plain shape
body; for a building silhouette, add some bright windows.
Always combine with tonal or texture rich paint, create intense contrast in colours & textures between
background & subject, never make background heavy & flat by using pasty heavy solid paint or flat pre-printed
material, otherwise, picture will lack effects and become flat-on-flat or heavy-on-heavy.
Always consider colour coordination very carefully. An example of ineffective colour coordination is using a
purple or dark blue hat to complement a dark subject against a heavier or darker blue sky. With most typical cool
skies, a shapely hat in bright vivid hot colours will instantly transform your picture and bring your subject to life.
Always use various textured and coloured collage materials, in small pieces to build the graphics. For example,
use textured or patterned fabric to make a hat, use card pieces to make the subject, and mold or twist a scrunched
colour tissue paper into layers to make a textured flying scarf. For even more creativity, use a plain colour card to
make a hat or beach hut, add paper quillings to make stripes.
Never make a bare ground in white or plain colour paper to take up more than 20% of the picture, any bolder you
will need to make the area texture rich with other medium application methods. The ground line contour must be
extra shapely especially when flat / heavy materials are used, ie, not in a straight line.
Add some snowflakes in the large background to increase texture & colour varieties, this is especially ideal for
breaking up a heavier background such as those made with poster paint. Making snowflakes with a combination
of application techniques can deliver intense textures to resemble a much more dramatic sky such as a blizzard sky.
combinations can be: dashes, circles drawn with heavy wax before painting (wax-resist) + finger painting + spattering technique
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tonal sky in watercolour

+

bare white shapely ground

Add a shapely ground
using card, best hand torn.
Increase textures by finger
painting lots of snowflakes.

+

mix-texture collage subject

+

finger painted snowflakes

make it a bold close-up, add some colour-mixing collage-on-paint, wax-resist, simple drawing
shapely ground, snowflakes in wax

+

tonal colour-mixed sky in watercolour

+

mix-texture collage subject

medium: white wax-crayon; watercolour in blue, red, green, touch of yellow;
optional thick marker pen in blue, hot red, black; 200gsm cartridge paper for template
collage: white, black, orange card for penguin; optional hot red, blue card for hat

1.

Heavy white wax application - on template, draw a curved ground to take up
about 25%, some circles as snowflakes; must press hard, wax must be thick and
heavy, check carefully under bright light before paint application.
2. Paint application for sky + ground - wet entire template with a large brush, plaint
top with blue, overlap with red, then green, which should be over white ground;
add a few strokes in yellow; move paper to encourage colour bleeding; white wax
graphics should appear vividly.
3. Penguin, cut shapes, arrange as shown, eyes are black card on white card - black
card, main oval body 8 x 11 cm, 2 round pupils 0.5 mm; white card, 2 round eyes
1.5 cm, round tummy 6.5 cm; orange card, triangle nose 1.5 cm wide, trapezium
foot 2 cm.
2 ways to make the hat, must appear very vivid, in high quality
hat W6 x H6cm, bobble 1cm | make headband curved; cut & glue in place, can be tilted
1. Colour card collage , easy - red card, cut hat shape; blue card, cut bobble shape.
2. Pen application, skills required - on white card, draw hat, colour-in skilfully and
fully with marker pens, make outline, can make stripe patterns only if capable.

Add a shapely hat to break
up the bulky oval bird.

Paint background with 3050% diluted poster paint,
make it texture rich, never
flat, overly heavy or solid.

0208 480 6148

1. Sketch a jagged line across to take up no more than 20% of the template.
2. Start from top, paint sky with watercolours using a large brush, can use
50/50 diluted vibrant blue poster paint instead; let it dry. For carefree
painting, cut out the ground shape from any card and use it as a mask.
3. On black card, cut an oval no more than 8cm high for body.
On white card, cut a proportionally smaller oval for tummy.
On orange card, cut a triangle for the nose, a trapezium for feet.
4. Cut hat from fabric, keep top contour pointy, not round like subject
contour. To give picture even more shape varieties, cut a few small
chunky stripes to make tassels or a circle to make a bobble.
5. Arrange & adhere collage starting with feet, follow by body, tummy, nose,
ring binder stickers for the eyes, hat - can tilt hat for more animation.
6. Finger paint snowflakes using strong white poster paint; can also dab
with a small brush or a cotton bud or try spattering technique.

Do not make the subject
any bolder than about
35% of the picture.

Add a hat using fabric.

|

medium: blue watercolour, white poster paint; 200gsm cartridge or watercolour paper
collage: A5 thin card in white, black, orange; white ring binder stickers; textured fabric
in a hot colour such as orange, lime green, hot pink or with patterns like stripes.

Make background with
wax-resist technique, apply
some colour-mixing.

Layer white poster paint
to make texture rich
snowflakes.
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make it a bold close-up collage-on-paint, painting-in-layers, finger painting

Look at how to coordinate effect-rich pictures with collage-on-paint application

Paint around a bare
shapely ground with
watercolour, can mask
ground before painting.

|
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make them smaller to express far view collage-on-paint, painting-in-layers, finger painting
brush mark rich sky in poster paint

+

bare white shapely ground

+

mix texture collage subjects + finger painted snowflakes

medium: poster paint in brilliant blue, white; 200gsm cartridge paper
collage: thin cards in white, black, bright orange - A5 size

1. Start from top, paint entire template with 30% diluted brilliant blue
poster paint using a wide stiff bristle brush, can apply some colourmixing. Move brush quickly side to side, do not over paint or else you
will remove the brush mark textures and make it flat and pasty; let it dry.
2. Cut A5 white card into half lengthwise, draw a shapely ground along the
long edge, tear it out by hand and glue onto dry template along bottom.
It should be shapely, taking up no more than 20% of the template.
3. To make penguins, tear out individual shapes for the bodies, arms
and pupils from black card; tear out individual shapes for the eyes and
tummies from white card; tear out individual shapes for the hats, nose,
feet from orange card.
4. Assemble collage pieces to make dancing penguins, glue into position.
5. Finger paint snowflakes using strong white poster paint; can also
dab with a small brush or a cotton bud or try spattering technique.
A combination of application techniques can create intense textures.
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THE ART OF MAKING A HIGH QUALITY HAND PRINT PICTURE NOT JUST FOR INFANTS
If coordinated attractively with meaningful good quality ornaments, a simple hand or foot print picture can be
striking, often far more constructive than struggling to make an averagely expressed complicated picture. Although
typically associated with infants, a handprint picture can be an ideal choice for juniors or anyone less capable.

When using paint with opaque character such as poster paint, tempura paint, gouache . . .
Mix it accordingly to suit graphic type & scale, some smaller accent graphics may require undiluted strong paint to be effective
Never use too much paint on bulky large graphics and background, this will make the finish look pasty, solid, or heavy; when finish
like this appears in such a high proportion, the picture will only appear flat, chalky, dull and often unsightly.
Even a bold shapely subject like a hand printed one can look way better when a bit water is added to the mixture (5-15%), this is
especially suitable when using dark colours such as those for a bold reindeer or pudding.
GUIDELINES MAKING A GOOD QUALITY HAND or FOOT PRINT
Never dip hand directly into a plate of paint or use too much paint, this will only make the print too heavy and flat; apply only a
thin even layer onto the hand with a large brush, can also spray hand with fine water mist before making the print.
Less is more, this will deliver a more delicate print revealing tones and texture from the natural skin, making your picture look much
more attractive. Your picture won’t be less vibrant if your printing paint is in the correct tone and intensity, and your ornaments are vivid.
If you zoom in to look at any of our hand or foot print pictures, you will see that the paint has a translucent, tonal and soft texture
quality with some showing distinct skin texture, and some that appear heavier may have subtle colour-mixed effects.
Always test print on a spare paper to practice and to check paint texture, tone and intensity; make any adjustment if required.
other general guidelines

SHAPELY PROFILE REINDEERS
Easy yet effect rich, both featured projects are expressing the same meaning but made with different mediums,
choose one that is most suitable for ability or for enriching creative learning.
You can interchange the medium application methods for the hand print and ornaments, the variations are there
to show you some of the options and how they can be made to express an effect rich vibrant picture best for
reproduction purpose.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make a meaningful picture, the print should express a sensible subject unless it is a creatively crafted abstract pattern picture.
Use good quality thick white paper, at least 200gsm; the thicker the better to prevent paper ripple.
Use good quality paint, bargain paint is usually chalky and can make a picture appear lifeless and dull.
Leave the background bare white, it is the easiest, do not think using a colour media or painting it will boost quality or
vibrancy; although it can be painted, the entire picture will require way more creative effort and skills to coordinate well.
Create meaning and visual excitement by adding appropriate ornaments in other vivid colours and shapes.
Can add a touch of water to poster paint mixture, or spray painted hand with a light mist of water before application.
Dilute gouache to a creamy consistency, again dark colours may require slightly more water.
Can create colour-mixed effects by painting hand with more than a single colour or make another print on top.
Make brown paint mixture a rich dark chocolate brown for best impact to contrast the crisp white background; a mid tone
mixture with obvious brick or tan undertone will most likely make the picture look wishy-washy.
Add final or ornament details for younger or less capable children; poorly applied finishing touches can spoil any picture.

vivid ornaments can be made with
small pieces of colour card collage

vivid ornaments can be painted with
suitable size brushes & strong paint

Anyone can follow these medium applications, but they are especially ideal for
•
children who are less capable or with no graphic skills
•
younger children

These medium applications are more suitable for
•
capable novice learning how to paint with a brush
•
some older infants and most juniors
•
young infants, but an adult will need to finish the brush painting

applications mix mediums, collage & printing with paint
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

white eye + nose size are based on hand of a yr5 child, adjust the proportion very slightly according to hand print size.

mediums dark chocolate brown poster paint, black mid tip permanent marker; 200gsm standard paper for template
to make rich dark brown = a blob of brilliant green + brilliant red added a bit at a time, mix, when tone is good, add
a tiny drop of black; if mixture looks too red, add touch more green, if mixture looks too green, add a touch more red
collage materials at least

applications printing with paint, painting-in-layers

use 180-200gsm cards for collage, not paper
make the ornaments extra vivid
make the eye & pupil highly visible, in good scale
make the nose bold, study the proportion
print the hand off centre to allow space for the antlers
make the antlers dramatic, shapely, chunky, bold, vivid
antler card pieces should range 1.5-2cm, ends trimmed to a point
use brilliant red, not one with blue under tone
be vigilant of the 5mm rule

180gsm card in brilliant or scarlet red, dark brown, about a5 size

1. Hand Print - following our general guidelines, apply an even thin layer of paint onto left hand with 1 inch wide brush, apply print
off centre in position shown with template turned up side down. Let it dry. Must reserve enough space for the bold antlers.
2. Antlers, 5mm wide lines - on red card, cut 18 pieces of stripes ranging from 1.5-2 cm long x 5mm wide, trim end to make a deep
slant; arrange card pieces to resemble the shape in the picture and glue into position, pieces need to overlap; do not connect
antlers directly to the head, leave small gaps as shown.
3. Nose, at least 1.5cm diameter - on red card, cut a circle about 1.5 diameter and glue into place.
4. Tail, 2 mm wide lines - on brown card, cut 1 pieces 3.5cm long for main tail, 4 pieces 1.5cm long for tassels, trim ends at a deep
slanted angle; glue card pieces into position as shown in the picture.
5. White Eye, at least 7mm diameter - on white card, cut a circle 7mm diameter; glue it; must be vivid and highly visible.
6. Pupil, at least 3mm diameter - draw with a mid tip black permanent marker; must be bold enough, highly visible and vivid.

> use the correct size paint brush
> make the ornaments extra vivid
> make the eye highly visible, in good scale
> make the nose bold, study the proportion
> print the hand off centre to allow space for the antlers
> make the antlers dramatic, shapely, chunky, bold, vivid
> use brilliant red, not one with blue under tone
> be vigilant of the 5mm rule
white eye + nose size are based on hand of a yr5 child, adjust the proportion very slightly according to hand print size.

mediums gouache, mid tip black permanent marker;

200gsm standard paper for template

painting tools at least 1 inch wide brush for application onto hand; cotton bud, # 8 (5mm) fibert or round brush for
antlers, #4 (2.5mm) round brush for tail, nose, eye

1. Hand Print - apply a thin layer of creamy Umber Brown evenly onto hand with 1 inch wide brush; turn template up-side-down,
apply print off centre in position shown; make another print on top with Black; let it dry. Must reserve enough space for the antlers.
2. Antlers, 5mm wide lines - paint with slightly diluted Brilliant Red using #8 brush; must be chunky as shown, observe
illustration and follow the gentle curved movement; do not connect it directly to the head, leave a small gap as shown.
The antler shape is what makes this picture look so striking, try to copy it, practice on a spare paper first.
3. Nose, at least 1.5cm diameter - paint with full strength Brilliant Red using a #4 brush starting from centre, alternatively use a
shaped sponge or finger print; paint with more layers if necessary, it must appear very vivid.
4. Tail - paint with strong Umber Brown using #4 brush, try to flicker wrist for each tassel so that the ends look tapered and feathery.
5. White Eye, at least 7mm diameter - paint with full strength white paint using #4 brush, alternatively use a cotton bud; paint
with more layers if necessary, it must appear very vivid and highly visible.
6. Pupil, at least 3mm diameter - if white is vivid enough, add pupil, either use strong black paint and cotton bud, or a mid tip
black permanent marker; must be highly visible and vivid. Do not just make a fine dot.

ANIMATED REINDEERS ON SNOW
express a meaningful effect-rich picture.
can make reindeer with mix texture collage. add some goggle eyes.
can paint methodically in layers, with effective tools: brush, sponge, finger.
give your reindeer dramatic features.

add a vivid bold red nose.

paint a tonal vibrant colour-mixed sky.

make some shapely antlers.

add a shapely fluffy snow ground.

finger paint some snowflakes.

GOGGLE EYES IF WE ARE SCANNING YOUR PICTURE, EYES MUST BE THE SELF-ADHESIVE TYPE
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finger painted baby reindeers on a fluffy snow field under gentle snowflakes

brush mark rich single colour gouache sky + finger painted ground + finger painted subject + finger painted snowflakes
painting-in-layers, colour-mixing, finger painting, using mix-mediums for small intricate graphics
can make eyes and nose with coloured card collage instead of paint
can paint sky with watercolour, will look more tonal; try pink or colour mixing
can use poster paint; dilute 40% for sky, brush mark rich; strong paint for others
medium: gouache, marker pen in black, dark brown; 200gsm cartridge paper

1.
2.

mix textured collage reindeer on a slope under a blizzard sky

tonal colour-mixed watercolour sky + wax resist ground + collage subject + spattered and finger painted snowflakes
wax-resist, painting-in-layers, colour-mixing, wet-in-wet, collage-on-paint, spattering, finger painting

3.

can make eyes with ring binder sticker or white and black cards
can paint sky with runny gouache, it will look less tonal like picture 1, 2nd row

4.

medium: watercolour, white wax crayon, white poster paint; 220gsm cold press paper
collage: 160gsm cards in dark brown, hot pink or brilliant red; tissue papers in
brown, bright green; 1.5cm self-adhesive goggle eyes, 3mm thick max

3.

4.

sky in watercolour, with colour mixing + wet-in-wet
applications, this is the easiest combination to make
a vibrant tonal background, which is vital in making
the flatter dark subject stand out the most vividly.
the heavier sky in variation pic 4 is also painted with
watercolour, wet-in-wet, blue + yellow, but with
stronger mixture and in diagonal brush strokes.
can make nose red; paint sky in pink, like variation pic 2,

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

sketch a curved slope in position shown.
textured slope, white graphics - press hard, draw a few white dashes in the
sky area; outline slope, make it uneven, jagged; turn crayon to side, rub
very hard to cover entire internal; check wax deposit under bright light.
colour-mix sky - wet entire paper well with a large brush, blot excess;
start from top, moving a large brush side to side, quickly paint entire
template over white wax with ultra marine blue; while still wet, paint a
few random strokes of lemon yellow along sky middle and cobalt blue on
top; move paper around to encourage colour bleeding. let it dry.
spattering snowflakes - dip an old toothbrush with some strong white
poster paint, scrape bristles with a knife or run thumb to make paint spatter
droplets onto the sky area; let it dry.
reindeer - brown card, 3.5 x 5cm oval head; 4 x 6 cm oval body; 2 x 0.5cm
chunky tail; 4 strips 0.2 x 3cm legs. red card, 2.5cm round nose.
antlers - twist brown tissue paper pieces into chunky strings; 2 x 11cm,
main antler; 2 x 12cm, top side shoots, 2 x 9 cm cut into half after twisting.
glue collage - start with main body; fold main antler piece and side shoot
pieces into half to make ‘v’ or bend into shapes; fold leg pieces into ‘l’ or ‘v’
scarf - on green tissue about 2 x 8cm, twist and crinkle it into 0.5cm stripe,
fold and bend into shape to make a knotted flying scarf.
snowflakes - finger paint with mildly diluted white, smear gently to soften.
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Look at these mix-medium paintings
Vibrant, rich in contrasting effects of tones, depth, textures.
Ideal for reproduction . . . much better than a flat or heavy picture.

Do not use eyes over 3mm thick . . . the entire picture must not protrude more than about 3mm thick, otherwise,
the bulkiness will reduce the scan quality and won’t return a good reproduction.

1.
2.
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5.
6.
when using opaque paint to make a bold sky
background, it must be diluted to avoid a dominating
flat solid pasty heavy finish; gouache should be
runny, poster paint 35-50% diluted; the finish should
be vibrant, tonal and brush mark textured rich.

7.
8.

sketch in order - uneven jagged ground line 1/3 from bottom
sky - start from top, moving a large 2cm wide brush side to side, paint entire
template quickly with runny azure blue; it should appear with some visible
brush marks, not flat, heavy and pasty.
high texture ground - starting from ground line, finger paint area with
strong white mixture; make outline very jagged, do not cover up blue
underneath entirely.
reindeers - use strong dark brown paint, print body with thumb, head with
middle finger; can use small sponge shapes instead; let it dry.
vivid face features - paint with cotton buds, strong paint, layer more
between dry coats as required; eyes in white, nose in brilliant red, let it
dry; add pupils with black marker, make them vivid and bold enough.
antlers, legs, tail - draw these intricate graphics skilfully with brown
marker pen, make legs in various angles as shown, not all parallel.
snowflakes - finger paint with strong white.
ground line fine tuning - carefully finger paint white directly below the
feet, this should make the ground more jagged if the legs are drawn at
varying angles.

brush painted reindeer under a soft tonal rainbow sky

tonal colour-mixed watercolour sky + finger painted ground + brush painted subject
painting-in-layers using strong gouache on watercolour, finger painting, colour-mixing, wet-in-wet
can
can
can
can

paint reindeer with darker brown but no lighter
make eyes + nose with coloured card collage instead of paint
paint reindeer entirely with sponge shapes, like variation picture 2
paint reindeer and snow ground with poster paint instead of gouache

medium: gouache; watercolour; marker pen in black, brown; 200gsm cold press paper

1.
2.

reindeer on a ground picture variations

3.

the important subject can be painted with a sponge, finger, brush, or made with various texture collage materials.
note that all white grounds are texture rich; where they are bare in picture 2, 3, the white areas are broken up with painted graphics.

4.
5.
this tonal sky is made like the blizzard sky except 3
colours are used and painted in curved shapes to
make rainbow patterns; tonal yet vibrant, finish like
this will help make the painted subject stand out more
vividly and also add texture varieties to the picture.

6.
7.
8.

sketch in order - curved ground line 1/4 from bottom, reindeer + dramatic
features.
soft rainbow sky - wet paper very well with a large brush, blot excess; paint
watercolours care freely over reindeer sketch + ground by moving a large
brush in long curved sweeping motion; start with 1/3 yellow, overlap with
1/3 red, then blue. tilt or move paper to encourage colour bleeding.
rough texture snow ground - paint ground with blue watercolour; let it
dry. Starting from ground line, finger paint strong white gouache over the
blue ground, do not cover blue entirely or texture won’t show; let it dry.
reindeer - with a small brush and slightly diluted brown gouache, carefully
paint the internal fully; paint antlers with a stronger mixture; let it dry.
white eyes - paint with a fine brush or cotton bud + full strength paint; must
be bold enough and vivid; repeat paint layers between dry coats; let it dry
nose - paint it with full strength brilliant red; repeat paint between dry
layers; it must be very vivid and bold; let it dry
feet, tail end - darken leg and tail ends with dark brown marker pen.
pupils - draw a proportionally chunky circle inside the white eyes with
black marker; make them vivid and bold enough, not a tiny dot.

EXPRESSIVE LIVELY SNOWMAN IN A LANDSCAPE
•
•
•

Make the white effect-rich, paint it in layers or apply wax-resist technique, avoid using bare white paper.
Make accent graphics vibrant, vivid and stark to liven up the picture, include a splash of hot colours.
Make facial & body features strong, but keep them simple, this will effectively bring the snowman to life.

Transform a simple painted picture with a touch of mix-mediums

Mix-mediums can be applied to a painting purely for creative purpose, it is particularly effective for making
applications of small intricate or trickier accent graphics easier and appear more skilfully made.
Ideal for scarf, hat, body parts, face features, antler, bauble hanger, bow, flower stem, tree, grass, star, etc.
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bold snowman in rough snow wax-resist, with accent graphics in mix-textured collage materials

medium: watercolour, wax crayon, white poster paint; 200gsm cold press paper
collage: green tissue paper; card in hot pink, orange, black, brown;
bright lime green paper quilling or cut from paper; can
also use hot colour fabric to make hat and scarf instead

1.
2.

3.

close-up capital b profiled snowman in fluffy soft snow painting-in-layers, graudual intensity build up

4.

medium: poster paint, 200gsm cartridge paper; brushes fit for purpose
> hat, scarf, nose can be made with fabric, twisted tissue papers or card
> sky can be painted with luminous watercolour instead, easier to use
> poster paint for sky must be diluted to avoid a pasty heavy finish; a
soft sky will make the next layering step much easier, subject will also
show up more vividly, giving picture depth and contrasting textures.

2.

3.
4.
5.

break up a bold bulky plain shape with vivid colours and
simple patterns like the intense bright stripes, jagged tassels,
strong sharp nose, vivid simple facial feature, buttons.

6.

sketch in order - capital b filling at least 45% of the template,
curved slope for ground line.
sky - paint entire template with 50% diluted brilliant blue
poster paint using a large wide brush, start from top, move
brush side to side, do not remove brush marks; let it dry.
must appear tonal & texture rich, NOT pasty, heavy, solid or flat
snowman - charge round brush with enough strong white paint,
start each semi-circle from internal and move brush outwards.
ground - use medium round brush and 10-15% diluted white
mixture, move brush in short circular motion, do not cover up blue
paint underneath entirely, this will give tones & textures; let it dry.
simple accent graphics - paint skilfully with strong paint for
vividness; use no.8 or 1/4 “ flat brush for stripe hat + scarf,
red first, leave gap, fill gaps with green, rotate and flick brush
to make tassels; paint eye, mouth, buttons with cotton bud; nose
with a fine brush, make it pronounced, pointy and dramatic.
snowflakes - finger paint with 15% diluted white poster paint,
smear gently so they look fluffy; make them in various sizes.

5.
6.

wax-resist variations wax must be heavy & thick
accent graphics are also made with wax-resist
technique, it demands good graphics & applications
skills to express well; these tricky small graphics
can be made with collage materials instead.
1. snowflakes in poster paint, finger painted.
2. moonlit sky made with diagonal moon in
yellow wax rubbing, layered with yellow & blue
watercolour to create a magical colour-mixed sky.

combined techniques
ground, tree made with
wax-resist technique.
snowman sponge painted
in layers. hat, scarf, nose
in card collage; eyes,
mouth, buttons in black
marker pen.

light sketch - wiggly ground line 4cm from bottom, 2 slightly
overlapping circles, drop bottom one slightly below ground line.
heavy white wax - under bright light, rub crayon side to colourin snowman; follow by ground, wiggle crayon to make uneven
ground line; draw some dashes to make snowflakes; heavy+thick
wax required, rub very hard & repeat, check wax before next step.
colour-mix sky - wet sky area, paint entire template over all wax
graphics with ultra marine blue using a large brush, start from
top, add a few strokes of yellow, apply more near ground line,
tilt paper to increase colour bleeding; let it dry.
accent graphics - make scarf with 2-3cm wide tissue, fold and
twist material to make shape and textures, flatten it well by
pressing material down; make long pointy nose with orange card,
arms with brown card, eyes + mouth with black card.
hat - make with pink card, add green quilling to make patterns; make
bobble with 1.5cm2 tissue, scrunch into circle, flatten down well.
snowflakes - lightly finger paint a few, spatter some with toothbrush.

juggling snowman in a curved snow bowl wax-resist, with accent graphics in mix-textured collage materials
medium: watercolour, wax crayon, white poster paint; 200gsm cold press paper
collage: card in bright orange, black
paper quilling in vivid hot colours - lime, pink, orange
alternatively cut narrow strips from colour paper
brown tissue paper 2cm wide in desired length

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

painting-in-layers variations
1. white poster paint on watercolour
brush painted snowman, ground; finger painted
snowflakes; hat, scarf, nose in colour card; very
simple black graphics in marker pen.
2. white poster paint on watercolour in 2 blue tones
sponge painted snowman, ground; finger painted and
wax-resist snowflakes; hat, scarf in tissue paper & tissue
pattern card; face features, arms in colour cards.
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Painting smaller or intricate accent graphics effectively can be tricky, best to apply as collage.
In card, fabric or twisted / scrunched tissue paper, a touch of collage, especially in hot colours, will boost picture
quality. The small but mighty injection of stark, vivid nature of collage materials can effectively brighten a
softer picture, increase impact by delivering subject focus, and also add varieties in texture and colour.

Preprinted collage material is easiest and most effective for accent graphics.
Choosing effective materials and applying them well can boost picture quality, deliver a splash of intense
vibrancy & texture varieties. Materials can be coloured & patterned cards, tissue papers, patterned fabric,
ribbon. This type of application demands little skills to express well and therefore especially ideal for novice.
Pen type mediums such as wax crayon & marker pen can work for accent graphics, but compare to
collage materials, they deliver less textures and actually demand a lot more skills to express well.
Most average children cannot express accent graphics that effectively with pen type mediums because they
often lack good graphics and colour coordination skills. When these important accent graphics do not appear
somewhat skilfully made, the addition would only reduce the picture quality or spoil it all together.

1.
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this picture is made very similar to the one above
the differences are: the ground line contour is curvier,
different collage materials are used for the arms and
scarf, sky colours are a bit more intense, more snowflakes
are added so the picture appears even more texture rich.
both sky backgrounds are in luminous watercolour
using this naturally tonal paint for the sky is typically
easier compare to opaque chalky nature poster paint, while
the picture will most likely appear more lively and vibrant
in the reproduction; when combined with some colourmixing applications such as blue + yellow paint as shown,
the end result can be much more rewarding.

6.

7.
8.

light sketch - wiggly inverted ground line in position shown,
about 1/3 from base, 2 slightly overlapping circles, drop bottom
one slightly below ground line.
heavy white wax - under bright light, rub crayon side to colourin snowman; follow by ground, wiggle crayon to make uneven
ground line; draw some dashes to make snowflakes; heavy+thick
wax required, rub very hard & repeat, check wax before next step.
colour-mix sky - wet sky area, paint entire template over all wax
graphics with ultra marine blue using a large brush, start from
top, add a few strokes of yellow, apply more near ground line,
tilt paper to increase colour bleeding; let it dry.
facial features - make long pointy nose with orange card, eyes +
mouth with black card, glue into place.
curved y shape arms - twist 2 brown tissues (2cm wide) to make
the long part of each arm, bend to a curve and glue into place;
twist 2 shorter tissue pieces to make the y shape on each end and
glue in place. press tissue down very well to flatten.
texture scarf - plait the 3 paper quillings, cut out enough
length for the neck piece, bend to a curve and glue around neck;
make the 2 long hanging pieces by folding a long plait into a v
shape, glue into place; trim some quillings and glue them to make
tassels; press material down very well to flatten.
variations make scarf with twisted tissue paper, pattern card
or ribbon; tassels can be made by trimming ends with pinking
shears, the jagged ends can make the picture look more exciting.
snowflakes - lightly finger paint a few, spatter some with toothbrush.
snowballs - dilute white poster paint with 10% water, paint 3 or
5 distinctive size circles with a sponge, rag or largest finger; best
to start with the centre one; may require more than 1 paint layer.
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PAINTING-IN-LAYERS: A BASIC SNOWMAN PICTURE
This fully illustrated simple picture shows the gradual process of building up medium intensities
in precise details. By following the typical basic steps combined with using our recommended
tools and paint mixtures, novice will soon be able to paint other simple pictures in layers efficiently.
This picture is based on poster paint, this opaque chalky nature medium requires appropriate dilutions.
Poster paint requires to be diluted accordingly to suit graphic types, background application can be up to 50% to
prevent a heavy, solid or pasty finish, otherwise, the layering process can become difficult, while the picture and
reproduction may end up appearing flat & bland, meaning lack of effects.
A bold sky or sea can be painted with watercolour instead, the tonal nature of this superb medium can make
application much easier, while the luminous character will effortlessly promote a more lively vibrant reproduction.
You will need
1. Cartridge or Cold press paper, 200-220gsm
3. Various size brushes suitable for graphic shape & scale
Sky: 2-3cm wide rough bristle brush | Snowman: Round brush medium #8 or large #10
4. Paint in red, blue Winter sky
50 / 50 poster paint or Watercolour or Runny gouache
5. Paint in white Ground, snowman, snowflakes
Strong poster paint or Strong gouache | white watercolour cannot be used because it won’t show up
6. Oil base marker pen with thick & medium tip, black Accent graphics - hat, scarf, face, buttons, bare branch tree
If other coloured pens are used over paint, it will not appear bright and vivid unless the surface is white. To make a
vivid colourful hat, scarf or a pointy nose, using collage such a hot colour card or fabric is the easiest and most effective.

Snowman can be painted
with a round sponge,
brush, or even fingers if it
is a far view version.
Accent graphics like the
facial features, arms, hat,
scarf are key to making
the snowman and the
picture come alive. they
should be vivid & stark,
in good scale to balance
the subject proportion.
Collage such as card or
fabric is easier to apply
compare to marker pen.
Background - always
include a tonal sky
best made with some
colour-mixing, then add
a shapely ground line
and make the internal
snowfield texture rich.
Snowflakes will give the
picture more meaning,
break up a bold sky, add
textures & colour varieties.

This picture is effect-rich, it will reproduce well
Bold Sky Not flat, solid, heavy or pasty

SKETCH ORDERLY
PARTITION TEMPLATE
start lightly, erase and

adjust,
only make sketch darker when
all graphics are well composed,
proportional, and scaled for
efficient medium application.
sketch orderly, start from the
bottom with a shapely ground
line, follow by the subject and
then any other setting graphics.
a ground line is typically placed
about 1/4 to 1/3 from bottom
depending on scale of other
setting features and your main
subject focus; it will give picture
instant
structure,
effectively
enhancing composition.

sketch in order - wavy ground
line 1/3 from bottom, body,
over lapping head, bare
branch tree.
hat, scarf can be sketched if
so desired but not necessary.

1st LAYER

TONAL BACKGROUND or BASE
process should take no more
than 2 minutes; use a wide flat
brush and paint in long strokes
from side to side; paint mixture
should be weaker than mixture
for foreground or subject;
typically use 50/50 dilution for
poster paint, normal strength
for watercolour, which can
also be applied wet-on-wet, or
see through runny gouache;
finish should appear tonal and
quite sheer, not
flat, pasty
or heavy, therefore it is key to
leave the brush marks and dilute
accordingly when using opaque
paint like poster paint or gouache.

starting from top, paint
entire template with 50/50
blue poster paint using a wide
2-3cm brush; move brush from
side-to-side in long strokes.

2nd LAYER

DRAMATIC SKY
COLOUR-MIXING APPLICATION
this optional step can transform
your picture; the vast sky is the most
ideal graphics to apply this because
it is typically the boldest graphic
without complicated contour.
this super easy colour-mixing
application is highly constructive,
especially when the subject is in a
smaller scale; or in a dark colour
like a silhouette or a reindeer; or
in mostly neutral colour like a
white snowman.
blue + red = purple or pink
green + blue = turquoise

while base paint is still wet,
add 2nd colour; charge
brush with only a touch of
50/50 diluted red, paint along
top edge and blend down to
roughly mix the 2 colours,
can stop just before ground.

It is full of tones made with 50% diluted poster paint combined with simple
colour-mixing application. When using poster paint for a large area such
as a bold sky, colour-mixing can further help make the finish appear more
effect-rich. This bold area is also texture-rich, showing highly visible brush
marks delivered by using a hard bristle tool and light application.

Bold Ground Not flat or solid
It is full of rough circular textures delivered by finger painting, there is a
strong hint of blue showing through the texture-rich white paint from the
layering process, the ground line is also uneven and playful looking.

Subject appears vividly
This picture shows a degree of depth because it is made with a gradual
build up of medium intensities; the sky background is purposely kept softer,
while the foreground subject and accent graphics are much more intense.

This picture is a variation of the picture above
It is expressing 2 far view snowmen so they are much smaller; the
mediums used are the same for all types of graphics.
Differences are
•
Subjects are finger painted.
•
Snow field is larger, taking up about 45% of the picture.
•
Sky appears even softer and more tonal made by less generous paint
application or higher dilution. The bold sky can be painted with
luminous watercolour instead, the application is usually easier because
this naturally luminous paint does most of the work for you.
•
A higher proportion of red paint is used for the sky during the colourmixing application; the warmer tone can help give the picture a more
lively and vibrant appearance, especially when combined with more
neutral coloured graphics.
•
The bare branch tree is slightly larger and busier, it serves to balance the
smaller subjects and to break up the larger sky background.
instructions for this picture is available in ‘finger painting’

3rd LAYER, SUBJECT

BODY + HEAD, MUST SHOW UP WELL ENOUGH AGAINST BACKGROUND
snowman looks best painted, not bare; furthermore, it is also difficult
and unproductive to paint background around the subject, especially for
novice. if details like face features, scarf or hat are also sketched, it
is important to ignore them and paint both circles completely in smooth
momentum, not awkwardly around these fiddly contour details.
suitable mediums for painting a white subject in layer is strong poster paint
or gouache; however, the finish doesn’t have to appear flat and smooth
or even fully covered, as long as the subject is clearly visible from the
background; in fact, the picture looks more exciting when some visible
brush marks or a hint of background colour are showing.
for a strong finish, best to paint in a few layers rather than applying too
much paint all at once and make a mess.
the 2nd circle should be painted so that it overlaps the bottom circle
as sketched.
technique for painting a circle very easy to master, you will be
delighted by how well the shape will come out in all sizes. practice
on a spare paper using a pencil to get a feel of the wrist movement,
then practice with paint. both pastel and wax crayons can be rubbed
in similar way to efficiently cover circle of any size.

paint body circle first, charge medium round brush with
sufficient strong white paint, place brush in centre, move it in
continuous expanding circular motion until circle is covered.
paint head circle next, exactly like the body; it should slightly
overlap the bottom circle as sketched, zoom in to see details.

4th LAYER, DETAILS

5th or 3rd LAYER
ROUGH GROUND, SNOWFLAKES

various mediums can be used as
long as details appear pronounced
and stark against underneath base.
medium chosen usually depends on
artists skills, graphic scale, medium
compatibility, and desired visual.
oil base marker far superior and
much more vivid than water base
felt pen, great for small details
that require accuracy; the only
drawback is that bright colours will
appear dark on a colour surface.
collage it’s stark flat nature is
great for boosting subject focus
in a tonal painting; a hat or small
chunky tree made with pattern
card could be an effective option.
wax crayon / oil pastel heavy and
strong application is a must.
paint correct size brush, strong
paint required; bold scale is easiest.

the fluffy snow ground could be
made before the subject, however,
in this picture, the outline needs
to appear fluffy and jagged over
the subject & tree; if done before,
the jagged outline will need to be
adjusted in the last step.
ways to paint a textured ground
finger, texture sponge, or stiff bristle
brush moving in short circular
motion; could be painted with brush
moving side to side but it will make
less textures; for a bold ground like
this picture, an intense texture finish
will always deliver a much more
exciting effect-rich picture.
ground dominating over 20% of the
template should not be bare paper white

STARK VIVID FINISH REQUIRED

draw black graphics with oil
base markers; thick tip for
tree, add more branches if so
desired; medium tip for others.

using slightly diluted or
strong white paint, finger paint
snowflakes & ground; start
from ground line, do not
completely cover blue layer or
else texture will not show; best
to build up gradually, assess
finish & add layers as required.

EFFECT-RICH BAUBLES
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Abstract patterns require barely any graphic skills, ideal for novice
Break up the bulky internals with effect-rich applications, not colouring-in.
Combine these simple close-up shapes with an exciting contrasting background, not a colour media.
Add some high quality ornaments to create more variations in shape and colour using mix-mediums.
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other ways to coordinate effect-rich pictures
there are other projects with instructions in this
document, they can be found in these articles

•
•
•
•

banish flatness, apply mix-mediums
explore tissue papers
bleeding tissue paper technique
finger painting

Make abstract patterns onto A4-A5 card, cut shapes out afterwards and attach as collage for easiest application.

MIX TECHNIQUE BAUBLES

OVERLAPPING TISSUE BAUBLES

The concept is about applying basic techniques to
make colour-mixed abstract patterns, which will
effectively break up the bulky internals. These
abstract patterns are effect-rich, demand hardly
any composition or graphics skills.

The concept is about creating lots of colour-mixed
abstract patterns using transparent material.
This application demands no graphics and little
composition skills, it can be super effect-rich only
if tissues are arranged effectively.

You can make any combination, just vary the
colour-palette.

Tissue must be in small pieces, either chunks
or stripes, glued one at a time onto a card, each
piece should overlap each other slightly so that
more tones, textures and colour-mixed effects are
made.

A soft tonal background is compatible with
intense colour or heavier subject, making your
subjects pop out vividly and effectively; whereas,
a harsh or overly bright colour, heavy or flat
background will only drown the subject and also
make the entire coordination process difficult.

1. Wet-in-wet colour-mixed background wet 250gsm cold pressed paper, paint with watercolour in azzure
blue + yellow, move paper to encourage colour bleeding, can make some backrun (streaks); let it dry.
Adaptation: Rag paint with 50% diluted silver poster paint by Jakar, the finish will be texture rich.
2. Subject cut patterned bauble shapes, glue onto template, ensuring they are placed at least 1.5cm from
template sides and bottom; skilfully draw hangers with a mid tip black marker pen, all the way to template top.
Optional Stencil: You can make bauble shapes onto any card, cut them out and use them as stencils to trace
the bauble shapes after patterns are made onto the full size card.

Bauble Techniques left to right | only cut out bauble shapes after patterns are made

2 x 200gsm A4 cartridge papers, cut or divide into 4’s, use 1 sheet or 1 section per bauble
1. Colour mixing / layering wax-crayons, rubbing application easy Place a corrugated board under paper, rub
hard with blue wax, turn paper angle, rub with red; repeat with green, yellow, turning paper angle after each
colour application.
2. Pointillism most difficult, some graphic skills required sketch shape, use strong gouache in a carefully selected
colour palette, paint 1 section at a time using 2 secondary colours with a fine brush, paint disconnected dots with 1
colour, paint gaps with the other colour, build up layers until each section appears nicely colour-mixed.
3. Wax-resist easiest version Turn wax crayon to the side, rub it hard to deposit a heavy texture layer onto
paper; yellow 1st, follow by green layer; paint wax surface with ultramarine watercolour in strong mixture,
work paint very well into the bare crevices; repeat painting between dry layers 2-3 times.
4. Scrafitto fairly easy Fill paper with heavy blocks of bright wax or oil pastel in blue, pink, green - can rub
or draw, approx 3 x 3 cm; cover colour blocks entirely with black by rubbing hard; scratch random criss-cross
patterns with a fork, do not draw graphic ornate patterns.
5. Brick pattern finger painting with secondary colours easy Best with semi-runny gouache or strong
watercolour, can use poster paint but must be diluted about 30-40% to avoid overly pasty flat application. Finger
paint non connecting circle with ultramarine blue, fill gaps with veridian green, prints should overlap slightly;
after half dry, break up patterns more with another layer of finger prints in random areas.

A texture rich background in neutral tones
is compatible with intense busier colours or a
heavier subject; whereas, a harsh or overly bright
colour, heavy and flat background will only drown
these colourful baubles and also make the entire
coordination process difficult.
mediums oil base silver pen by uni or sharpie; jakar silver poster paint, 5-7cm white wax crayon; 200gsm cartridge paper
for template; standard a5 card at least 160 gsm to make baubles, do not use paper, too thin.
collage materials A5 black card, not paper; see-through tissue papers in christmas green, royal blue, aqua blue,
fuchsia

tools glue stick; star hole punch; jar lid, drinking glass or anything round that is about 6.5cm diameter; A5-A4 size
plastic sheet with small round knobbly textures, we have used a kitchen cupboard liner; alternatively, can use a fine
corrugated board but the board must be rotated during wax application to make grid patterns.
template / background can rag paint lightly with silver paint instead, finish should be texture rich, not solid or heavy

1. Wax Application - Place texture sheet under template, turn crayon to the side and rub very hard across template until it is
completely covered with a thick wax layer, repetition and rubbing lengthwise is required to ensure sufficient wax coverage.
Check wax surface under bright light and also feel the surface.
2. Paint Application - Mix about a table spoon of paint with 5-8 drops of water, paint the entire template with a large round
brush in quick long horizontal strokes, repeat procedure in quick vertical strokes (this will reduce brush mark ). Let it dry,
evaluate tones and contrast; if a stronger contrast is required, repeat painting process.
baubles / subject make tissue paper application on the a5 card, do not cut the shapes out before tissue application

3. A5 Pattern Card - Tear tissue along paper grain by hand into small stripes or chunks; alternating colours, glue 1 piece at a time
onto A5 card until it is fully covered; each piece should overlap slightly to create exciting effects.
4. Bauble Shape - With aid of the jar, trace 2 circles and make a teardrop shape in similar proportion, cut them out.
5. Bauble Composition - Be vigilant of the 5mm Rule, position and glue them onto the prepared template at least 1.5cm away
from all the template edges; do not place them all in a straight line.
6. Hangers - Take 3 stripes of black tissue no more than 1.5cm wide, roll or twist each one into 3mm wide strings, glue in place so
they are all the way to template top and other end is tucked under bauble top; press material down well to flatten.
7. Bows - Make as above using same size tissue to make strings, tie into 3 bows, glue into position and press down well to flatten.
8. Large Stars - On black card draw 4 classic 5 sided stars, 2 x 2cm, 2 x 1.5cm; colour-in skilfully with silver marker pen; cut them out.
9. Small Stars - On the same black card, punch out about 20 smaller stars, alternatively, use ready made stickers.
10. Star composition - Start with the larger silver stars to give structure, follow by the small black version; they should appear on
about 50% of the picture, with less along the bottom.

BANISH FLATNESS, APPLY MIX-MEDIUMS . . . MAKE YOUR PICTURE EFFECT-RICH
Easier than your think . . . application can effectively deliver amazing textures to a bold area such as a rock, cliff, sea, or
ground -dirt, snow, sand; it can also transform your still-life / close-up picture significantly by making your subject really shine.
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CRAFTY BAUBLES
contrasting features
colour palette subjects in bright
vivid colours contrasted with a
neutral dark colour-mixed
background
texture graphic patterned subject
in smooth finish contrasted with an
intensely rough speckle texture
background

applications
collage-on-paint, wax-resist,
colour-mixing

instead of using a colour media
for the baubles, you can paint
these similar colours onto art
papers using vibrant gouache, apply
some colour-mixing will increase
excitement even more, and then cut
the internal and outline patterns
as shown.

Do not adapt by using a preprinted colour or white media as a background, picture will become same-on-same, flat-on-flat
Do not omit cutting plenty of internal and outline patterns as shown, they exist to break up the bulky flat area with added
shapes and textures, otherwise, such bold subjects in pre-printed colour media will look flat and bland in the reproduction.
mediums strong black watercolour,

5-10 cm wax crayon in black, umbra brown; 200gsm cartridge paper

collage materials at least 180gsm A5 card (not paper, too thin) in bright vivid orange, green, hot pink, bright lime green,
christmas green, vivid scarlet red; 1.5 x 8 cm lighter tone tissue papers in sunny orange, lime green, lavender
tools glue stick; very sharp scissors; 6cm and 7cm diameter jar or anything round
template / background

1. Turn black crayon to the side and rub very hard across template until it is covered with black textures, follow by brown
on top, and then a soft rubbing of black again; template should be covered with thick wax layer of dark textures.
2. Using a no.10 round brush and moving brush in short circular motion, paint the entire template over the wax with very
strong black watercolour, work paint very well into any bare paper where wax is not present. Let it dry, evaluate tones
and contrast; if there is any bare paper visible or a stronger texture is required, repeat painting process.
baubles / subject
3. With aid of jar, trace a 6cm circle onto orange card and green card; 7 cm circle onto pink card.
4. Modify the green circle into an elongated shape no longer than 12cm.
5. Make plenty of internal patterns by cutting out lots of little shapes so that these bold baubles look less like a bland
and flat colour media; similar to making a snowflake, fold them and cut individual small notches; do not omit cutting
outline notches but do not cut away too much, the baubles should still give round and oblong illusion.
6. Fold both lime and Christmas green card together, draw a holly leave shape onto the green card on top, about 5 x 4cm;
cut out the shapes together so that you will have 4 identical shapes from a single cutting.
7. Be vigilant of the 5mm Rule, position baubles onto the prepared template 1.5cm away from all the template edges;
be cautious of composition, do not place them in a straight line, let them overlap slightly.
8. Roll the 3 tissue papers into thin strings and glue them in place, tuck one end under bauble top and trim away any
leftover from template top. do not just use a card or anything flat, the twisted effects is meant to offset the flatter baubles + ornaments
9. Arrange the 4 leaves as shown to give illusion of an outline, glue into position, let 1 leave overlap the other.
10. Cut a circle from red card as cherry, no less than 1.5cm diameter; glue in place. can use fine corrugated card to add texture variety

SHAPELY BOLD FLOWER WITH A BENDY STEM
1. background (wax-resist)

darkish mosaic texture rich colour-mixed finish
wax place a fine corrugated board under entire template with
patterns going lengthwise, using side of a 5cm black wax crayon,
rub hard across template until it is completely covered with
black wax patterns; rotate board so that patterns are going
crosswise, rub entire template again as before; when finished,
the entire template should appear with black grid-like patterns.
watercolour using rich mixture & a large round brush, paint
entire template with veridian green, blended with some prussian
blue; cover all bare paper where wax is not present very well.
variations to make a pale illusion version for a darker subject,
rub heavily with white wax, paint with a concentrated pastel tone
like soft mint green, or mildly diluted silver poster paint by jakar.
adaptation technique for this background is great for making
effect rich baubles; make a variety of wax + paint colour
combinations onto nice art paper, cut out round and teardrop
shapes, compose them attractively onto a softer tonal backrun
rich or colour-mixed background to make your picture.

2. leaves (wax rubbing-on-collage)

make 2, place a veiny leave with jagged edges and a bit of stem
under lime green thin card, rub paper hard with side of green
wax crayon until leave graphics appear, cut out shapes.

3.

mix texture collage subject (collage-on-paint)

arrange material starting with wavy stem, petals in overlapping
layers, stamen, leaves.
beware of 5mn rule when placing leaves there should be at least 1.5cm
background surrounding the most protruding part of your shape.
petals card with silver & white marble patterns, smooth hot pink
card; fold material & cut teardrop shapes together. (9cm long)
adaptation can make your own marble pattern; rag paint jakar
silver poster paint onto white card like the background for
pudding picture.
stamen royal blue fine corrugated board.
wavy stem smooth black card; must be chunky, about 7mm wide;
no more than 10cm tall when measured straight from base to top.

BOLD PUDDING + VIVID SHAPELY ORNAMENTS
1. background (simple rag painting)

soft marble-like texture effects
metallic gold poster paint by jakar mix gold paint with 10%
water in a shallow dish, stipple mixture onto entire template
using a scrunch up paper towel or cling wrap; focus application
more on area that won’t be covered up by your subject.
tip let paint dry and evaluate finish before adding more to avoid
reverse effects of making it too flat from using too much paint.
adaptation like the background for the flower, this one can be
used for making bauble or chunky tree shape collage; can stipple
with 2 colours to make even more effects

2. intense texture pudding (wax-resist pattern collage)
collage sketch on another A4 200gsm white art paper, sketch a
semi circle, 16-17cm wide base and 11cm tall, make outline heavy
after sketch is in desired shape; when desired textures+colours
are achieved and paint is dry, cut it out.
wax without worrying about going beyond sketch line, rub
hard with venetian red (rich red brown) using crayon side 5cm,
repeat using umbra brown, follow by a less forceful rubbing of
black as a final wax layer. (we used crayon blocks by stockmar)
watercolour using very rich mixture & a large round brush,
paint over wax surface with burnt umber (brown with gold
tone), work paint very well into crevices where wax is not
present; repeat.
fyi the technique in making this texture rich colour-mixed cake
body is exactly the same as the bauble background, the only
difference is in the colour palettes.

3.

ornaments (collage-on-paint)

arrange material starting with pudding, icing, 2 holly leaves,
and finally the vivid bright cherry
beware of 5mn rule when placing leaves there should be at least 1.5cm
background surrounding the most protruding part of your shape.
icing smooth white card; trace outline shape from pudding,
make dripping outline sharp, deeply jagged and graphic.
holly leaves 2 x smooth green card, a single colour or 2,
should be proportionally bold but no longer than about 7-8cm
cherry smooth hot pink card, can use a fine corrugated board
as another option; circle should be at least 3cm diameter.

EXPLORE TISSUE PAPERS USING MIX-MEDIUMS CREATIVELY
Good coordination is key . . . Glue small pieces one at a time in overlapping layers to make abstract patterns

Let this transparent media do the work, create vibrant colour-mixed effects and some tones + textures from the overlapping materials.
Tissue can be hand torn into non-uniform stripes or chunks, a smaller area will typically require smaller tissue pieces.
break up internal of chunky bold subjects with abstract patterns

stocking, snowflake are made with block printing technique, tissue pieces are
arranged onto background (entire template), graphic shapes are carved onto an
inking stamp, which is loaded with black ink and printed onto the pattern background.
below are easier ways to make a picture with tissue subjects, but overlapping tissue
patterns must be made onto A4-A5 card before graphic shapes are cut.
do not arrange tissues onto cut-out shape or onto thin paper, it is unproductive
and awkward, especially if the shapes are smaller like baubles.
do not defeat application purpose by making graphic ornate patterns such as
border, polka dot or bulky ball instead of easy abstract colour-mixed patterns.
pudding collage - cake body made with small overlapping tissue chunks in brown,
touch of red; dramatic bow in twisted tissue; cherry, icing in smooth colour card;
texture-rich background in 50% diluted gold poster paint by jakar, rag painted.
pineapple collage - fruit body made with small overlapping tissue chunk in a
colourful palette, spikes are added to picture as last step using twisted tissue
stripes in 2 green tones; chunky pattern background painted with strong gouache.
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explore bleeding tissue paper technique see overleaf page

https://artrospectives.wordpress.com/2013/07/03/watercolour-backgrounds-with-tissue-paper/

ideal for accent graphics, this pliable material can be moulded into intricate shapes
do not use too much material, do not make bulky ball; press material down well
robin - overlapping white tissue pieces can be used to make snow, giving picture more
texture varieties and contrasting effectively with dark branches.
snowman - green tissue folded and moulded into shapes to make a vibrant texture
rich scarf & hat bobble, giving picture more colour & texture varieties.
other accent graphics - twist 1.5mm wide paper to make linear graphics like bauble
hanger, arm, antler, stem; make a texture rich fanning bow by twisting centre 3 times.

White tissue paper pieces can make a stunning texture rich ground, especially fantastic when some colours from the underneath layer is revealed
to deliver subtle colour-mix effects.
There are much quicker ways to make an effect-rich white ground, but this method can be exceptionally rewarding if tissues are in small pieces and
arranged in overlapping layers. Combined with the striking composition and a jagged outline, this rather bulky ground delivers a highly exciting visual.
If left as bare paper, it must be reduced substantially to take up no more than 20% of the picture.
Other colour grounds can be made directly onto a bare white surface - a dirt ground can be made with 2-3 brown toned papers, while a grass field
can be made with overlapping stripes in 2-3 green tones placed vertically and criss crossing each other, similar to the pineapple spikes shown above.

CABIN ON A SNOWY HILL OVERLAPPING TISSUE ON WAX CRAYON + WAX-RESIST PAINTING

collage on wax, wax-resist, wet-on-wet, colour-mixing
medium: watercolour, wax crayons; 200gsm cold pressed or cartridge paper for template
collage: white tissue paper, torn into small chunks about 3 x 3 cm

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sketch in order - a steep diagonal line, building, bare branch trees; omit snow on tree and roof.
Colour wax graphics - With black crayon, draw bare branch trees, roughly colour-in the entire
cabin internal, overlay black cabin with lemon yellow wax and cover any bare area without black
wax. Heavy wax application required, lines must be exaggerated chunkier, not fine and faint.
White wax graphics - Draw heavily with white wax crayon to make snow on branches & roof.
1st layer ground colour - Turn a 5-10 turquoise crayon to the side, rub hard to cover the ground.
Colour-mix sky - Paint sky with wet-in-wet; wet sky area, paint it entirely with strong crimson red,
make some backruns. While still wet, paint with violet in the lower left corner, paint over trees and
around building, tilt paper to make more colour bleeding. Let it dry.
Texture snow ground - Glue white tissue chunks on the ground one at a time, must make them
overlap; start along the ground line, outline must appears jagged as shown, not in a straight line.
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Small pieces of overlapping tissue paper layers is great for breaking up the internal of bulky graphics, it requires no graphic skills if tissues are
used to make abstract patterns; when made to a subject with a plainer contour, this application can really make it shine.
Always make the abstract patterns onto an A4 or A5 card before cutting out the desired shape; although the process may seem longer, this will in fact
enable much easier application and also deliver a far more attractive appearance. Applying tissues onto the smaller final shape is highly unproductive, way
more fiddly, awkward, and most children will only end up making nondescript ornate graphic patterns, which will completely defeat the material nature
and application purpose. Tissues can be hand torn into stripes or chunks, and can even be cut into circles. For smaller graphic shape, you will need to reduce
the size of tissue pieces so that when the graphic shape is cut, it will appear with lots of abstract patterns.

BAUBLES OVERLAPPING TISSUE + TOUCH OF MIX-MEDIUM ON RAG PAINTED BACKGROUND

collage-on-paint, colour-mixing, rag painting
medium: 20% diluted gold poster paint by jakar; 200gsm cartridge paper for template
collage: baubles- tissue-on-card; 200gsm A5 card; tissue in 4-5 bright colours, torn into small stripes
hanger - 3-4mm wide textured or smooth gold ribbon
leaves, cherry, caps - matte gold card, hot red card

1.
2.
3.

abstract patterns can work equally well for a background

tissue pieces can be in bigger chunks because the area is typically bigger, but each
piece must overlap to make more tones & textures to serve the application purpose.
35% shapely landscape silhouette, added as collage, combines effectively with
a background made with small chunks of overlapping tissues in a rainbow palette.
reversed painted pattern fish on tissues in overlapping wavy abstract patterns.
broken-up bulky tree with wax-resist abstract patterns, added as collage onto
tissues arranged in vertical abstract patterns; this bulky plain triangle with 13cm
base x 10cm height is broken up into 2cm wide chunks and arranged with 5mm gaps in
between to give the illusion of a much more exciting broken up shape.
broken-up bulky tree with abstract tissue patterns, added as collage onto a
background made with ‘bleeding tissue technique’; this bulky plain triangle with
14cm base x 10cm height is broken up into 2.5cm wide chunks and arranged with
3mm gaps in between to give the illusion of a much more exciting broken up shape.
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4.

Background - Rag paint template with diluted gold paint, use scrunched up plastic wrap or paper towel.
Abstract pattern baubles - Cover A5 card with small pieces of hand torn tissues; alternate colours,
glue one at a time, each piece must overlap slightly to make more colours; when card is full, cut out
oblong bauble W6 x L10 cm, round baubles 6.5cm diameter. Do not make patterns on cut-out shape.
High quality ornaments - From red card, cut 1.5 cm diameter circle for cherry. From gold card, cut
2 shapely sharp holly leaves L4 x W 2.5 cm, 3 small rectangles for caps; if you have no gold card,
cover any card with matte gold foil such as Ferarro Roche chocolate wrapper.
Collage arrangement - Glue pieces into place, baubles at least 1.5cm from side & bottom
template, hangers flush with template top edge; follow by caps, leaves and lastly the cherry.

Small pieces of overlapping tissue paper layers are ideal for making an abstract tonal colour-mixed background.
If tissue surface is to be painted, do not use the waxy or coated type as poster paint will most likely flake off.
This type of busy tissue surface requires to be combined with strong vibrant paint like poster paint or gouache in a contrasting colour palette and also
best with some neutral tones, otherwise, the subject will not pop out vividly.
When combined with a collage tissue background, using preprinted card collage for the entire subject of this scale is rarely effect rich enough unless the subject
is smaller, shapely and well broken up. For this picture, the tree could be made with pieces of dark brown or white cards, and the fruits finger painted as shown.

SHAPELY FRUIT TREE ON ABSTRACT PATTERNS HEAVY PAINT ON OVERLAPPING TISSUE
paint-on-collage, painting with cardboard, finger painting, colour-mixing
mediums: leaf & light green tissues, poster paint in dark brown, hot red; 200gsm regular paper for template
painting tool: cardboards, 1 each - 10 x 8 cm, 10 x 6 cm, 10 x 4 cm
1.
2.
3.
4.

Background - Tear tissues into various size stripes; glue alternating colour onto template 1 at a
time until it is completely covered; overlap each one partially, this will create different tones.
Preparation of the painting tools - fold each cardboard into 3 sections, along the 10 cm side to
make a paint applicator for the tree; fold 10 x 8 to make the middle panel 3 cm wide, fold 10 x 6 to
make middle 1.5 cm wide, fold 10 x 4 to make a middle 0.5 cm wide.
Tree Printing - With a brush, paint the longest board in dark brown and then print a capital Y to
make the main trunk, follow by the 2 diagonal trunks. Continue with 6cm board to make some
side branches, and 4cm board to make some smaller branches. Let it dry.
Fruit Printing - Finger paint round shapes with strong bright orange or vermillian red paint; do
not use red with blue undertone as this tone will not deliver enough impact. Repeat if required,
fruits must appear very vivid.

Tissue-on-tissue can work because of the material’s tonal nature, but the entire picture coordination must be exercised with great caution. Unless
you are an art expert or you are following instructions to make this same picture, best to avoid this type of same-on-same coordination.
Both background and subject tissue papers must overlap to make more tones, textures & colours, subject must also be very shapely, and equally
importantly, the colour palette between the subject and the background must be highly contrasting from the opposite side of the colour wheel.
Adding a touch of other heavier material is absolutely vital for creating texture varieties and boosting subject focus. The bright green card used for
the stems serve to increase impact by delivering a touch of stark vivid vibrancy, while the black marker pen outlines serve to alleviate same-on-same
from tissue-on-tissue application. Without these additions, the picture would appear wishy-washy and the quality would be radically reduced.

SHAPELY FLOWERS OVERLAPPING TISSUE + TOUCH OF MIX-MEDIUM ON OVERLAPPING TISSUE

collage-on-collage, colour-mixing
medium: mid tip black marker pen; 200gsm regular white paper for template
collage: see through tissue papers
background - pale blue, royal blue, leaf green; hand torn into irregular chunky stripes
flower - cherry red, hot red, orange; fold each colour into 4 layers, cut out various size ovals
with point end as shown; each oval cutting will make 4 similar size petals to form a single flower
stem - bright green smooth card, cut into 3-5mm stripes; can use paper quilling instead

1.
2.
3.

Background - Tear tissues into chunky stripes; glue alternating colour onto template 1 at a time
until it is completely covered; overlap each one by about half, this will create different tones.
Petals, Stems - unravel each oval and make a flower; compose flowers attractively onto the
prepared background with the card stems, flowers must overlap as shown; only glue materials
after you are happy with the entire composition and the overlapping arrangements.
Definition - with marker pen, draw a small circle for each flower centre and outline each petal.

BLEEDING TISSUE PAPER TECHNIQUE EASY, SUPER EFFECT-RICH
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Create effect-rich colour-mixed abstract patterns, effects are similar
to luminous watercolour, great for bold backgrounds as well as the
internal of chunky or more basic shaped subjects such as baubles,
fish, Christmas trees.
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bleeding tissue pattern card make this for both projects below
Bleeding tissue papers are usually available in children’s arts & craft section, Amazon, Poundland.
This variant is NOT the waxy or acid free standard type; the acid free type is only suitable for making overlapping tissue applications
where the pieces are glued onto a card to make abstract patterns.

< Bleeding tissue abstract patterns on a chunky plainer contour subject
This is coordinated effectively with a lively wax-resist landscape background.
When making the subject, always make the abstract patterns onto a larger white
card such as A4, A5, A6 as appropriate for your need, only cut out the desired shapes
afterwards and then add onto the prepared background. ( see pattern cards below )
Tricky accent star shapes are applied lastly as collage using preprinted yellow card.
< Bleeding tissue abstract patterns on a bold background
This is coordinated effectively with a broken up close-up tree made with overlapping
tissues on card, added as collage onto the background.
Breaking up a simple contour shape such as this single bulky triangle can instantly
make the picture appear way more exciting compare to a solid shape.
Abstract pattern cards can be made with various effect-rich techniques
More than 1 type of patterns can be made onto a single white card, but it must be larger, like A4
never make patterns on ready-cut shapes, the small platform will only make all medium applications awkward

never make patterns on a ready-cut shape
to ensure dye will come off well, keep card surface and tissue damp; mist surface lightly again before laying overlapping pieces

1.
2.
3.
4.

Line work surface with plastic sheet like food wrap about 30% larger than the media; place A4-A5 white card in the centre.
Spray card well, lay tissue pieces on it until it is completely covered, let them overlap slightly to make more bleeding colours.
Keep art flat and leave to dry; to move card while it is wet, lift the plastic sheet like a tray to avoid disturbance.
When completely dry, peel off tissues; the dye will have transferred onto the paper leaving a lovely watercolour effect.

Bleeding Tissue Trees on Wax-Resist Landscape
background / template 200gsm cartridge or watercolour paper;
white wax crayon or oil pastel; watercolour in blue-black, veridian; gold
uni marker pen.
pattern card A4 white card,160-200gsm; bleeding tissue papers in 3-5
bright colours - pink, blue, green, yellow, cut or tear into small pieces;
water spray
optional tree stencils to aid sketch onto pattern card
a4 card; sketch shapes onto this card and cut out.
make triangles in various sizes, make the largest tree deeply jagged.

background / template, wax-resist make this while pattern card is drying

^ overlapping tissues on A5 white card
typically enough to make a bauble picture

^ overlapping tissues on A6 white cards
left-hot palette in stripes | right-small chunks

^ bleeding tissues on
A6 white card

top row - various basic painting techniques
the overlapping bleeding paint will deliver
effects including colour-mixing, tones, textures.
the abstract chunky stripes, finger-painted
circular patterns, wavy patterns are finished
with strong watercolour in aqua marine blue &
veridian green; abstract patterns such as these
are very forgiving, requiring little skills to
express well, great for novice.
bottom row - wax-resist technique
this mix-medium application will create texture rich
colour-mixed effects, see picture in ‘wax-resist’.
to make pattern variations, place a textured
sheet under the paper during wax application.
left knobbly plastic sheet under white card
centre corrugated cardboard under white card
right nothing under card during wax application

requires heavy, thick wax + strong watercolour

1.

turn white wax crayon to side, press hard,

2.

remove texture sheet, paint card with

rub across card and make repeated applications.

2-5

layers of strong vermillion red watercolour.

1. Under bright light, turn white crayon to the side, rub it hard to roughly cover ground, colour in moon with tip; draw a few small
round patterns in the sky area with yellow to resemble starlight; wax must be thick + heavy.
2. With fairly strong watercolour, paint land in veridian or bright green, over the white wax; work paint very well into the bare
crevice where wax is not present.
3. Apply wet-in-wet, wet sky area, paint entire sky with strongish watercolour in Payne Gray ( blue-black ).
collage arrangement & final touches if no stencil is made, sketch shapes directly onto back of dry pattern card
4. On back of dry pattern card, trace with stencil aid or sketch various size trees, make one deeply jagged; cut out shapes.
5. Arrange tree collage attractively on the land, do not place them in a straight line. Start with the largest one in the middle, add
the smaller shapes, can also placed them into perspectives; when you’re happy with the composition, glue them into position.
6. With a gold oil base marker pen, draw vivid trunks; define trees, moon to boost contrast & subject focus.

Bleeding Tissue Baubles on Painted Background
background / template 200gsm cartridge or watercolour paper;
watercolour in payne gray, ultramarine blue, veridian green; large paint
brush, plastic or metal dinner fork
pattern card A5-A4 white card,160-200gsm; bleeding tissue papers in 3-5
bright colours - orange, fuchsia, leaf green, aqua blue, cut or tear into
small pieces; water spray
collage materials for accent graphics 3-5mm wide gold ribbon, enough
lengths for the 3 hangers; standard or bleeding tissue in hot red for the
bow w3 x l9cm
optional bauble stencils to aid sketch onto pattern card
a4 or a5 card; sketch shape onto this card and cut out.
teardrop l 10 x w 6cm, 2 circles with diameter 6.5cm and 6cm
background / template make this while pattern card is drying

Wet template, paint entirely with watercolour; start from top and move wide brush from side-to-side in long strokes.
1. Paint with strong blue; as it is about to loose sheen, paint again.
2. Etch patterns by placing fork with tips flat to wet painting, firmly but gently draw steep zig-zag patterns; lines will be white.
3. As painting start to loose sheen, paint with mild mixture in payne gray + touch of veridian green; etched lines will become dark.
collage arrangement & final touches if no stencil is made, sketch shapes directly onto back of dry pattern card following measurements
4. On back of dry pattern card, trace baubles with aid of stencils and cut out; cut 3 rectangles for caps, or cover white cards with
tissue to ensure caps appear brighter and stronger than bauble colours.
5. Glue baubles, add ribbons as hangers, add caps on top.
6. Texture-rich vivid bow - Twist hot red tissue 3-4 times, flatten it to make some pleated folds, glue onto centre hanger.

ABSTRACT
PATTERN
PICTURE

A picture of abstract patterns
is highly achievable, easier and
way more effect-rich than a
graphically drawn version.
With this collage project, you can
discover many painting effects by
applying some basic techniques
using two secondary colours;
the added process will further
challenge you to compose a well
balanced final picture.

Never make colours overly dark or heavy
Make patterns highly contrasting and obvious
Reduced size reproduction will make picture look even darker, faint
patterns and fine lines will disappear so you will end up with 9
nondescript bulky blobs on a white background.

PATTERN
COLLAGE

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

never make a picture with 9 dark or heavy squares
line type graphics including brush mark type must be exaggerated chunkier
each pattern must appear showing strong colour or tone difference
best to work with easy tonal watercolour; poster paint can be tricky
be extra vigilant using darker colours and heavy poster paint
make variations in shapes and sizes, not all round or stripes, etc
place the most striking one in the middle to create visual focus & impact
be vigilant of the 5mm Rule, follow arrangement instructions carefully

watercolours of

2 secondary colours ( ie. purple & blue or blue & green ); a 5mm-1cm flat brush, a medium round end brush

template - good quality A4 paper, collage - 200gsm cartridge or watercolour paper; a 6 cm square stencil or shape made of a strong card

other colour palettes to try but can turn muddy if not exercised with care: mint green & pink, or turquoise & orange

1.

follow guidelines for a good quality picture and reproduction

2.
3.

Prepare your collage on the cartridge paper, draw with a pencil 9-12 squares of 5 x 5 cm with the aid of a stencil / card shape, or a ruler,
leave a gap between the squares. You’ll only need 9 shapes for your final arrangement, but you can fit up to 12 on an A4 paper - you
should make more to allow for errors or experimentation. Do not attempt to draw your patterns onto 9 single squares, they are too
small for painting efficiently.
Prepare 2 batches of fairly concentrated watercolours with 2 secondary colours. Paint your patterns onto the squares without worrying
the paint going outside the squares into the gaps. See below to learn how the patterns are produced.
Cut out all the squares, no need to be too precise; have a play with the arrangement but place the most striking one in the middle to
create visual focus, adhere the chosen 9 shapes securely onto your template; remember to consider the 5 mm Rule carefully.

Be vigilant of the 5mm Rule . . . follow the collage arrangement instructions very carefully & see template diagram
Measure at least 1.5 cm from each of the 4 corners, glue the 4 corner pieces into place
Follow alignment and glue the 2 squares in between; finally glue the middle row of squares

1.5 cm

1.5 cm
1.5 cm

You don’t have to follow the ideas
exactly, just experiment with
different application techniques;
thereafter you can cut the
samples into squares and glue
them onto your template to make
a stunning effect rich-picture.
consider making other pictures
paint patterns on a5 card, cut out
graphic shapes, add to an effect-rich
exciting background
baubles
> round + teardrop shape collage
> make it with 3-5 shapes
> add hangers with twisted tissue paper
trees
> slender triangle collage
> make shapes in various scales
> make it with 3-5 shapes
> arrange into perspective, not a line
> make some overlap each other
> outline with silver pen to add tones
> add trapezium pots with marker pen

Discover 9 easy, effect rich painting techniques . . . highly adaptable for other pictures

leave 1.5 cm boarder
on top & left

3

2

3

glue

glue

1st

1st

leave 1.5 cm boarder
on bottom & left

3

glue

1st

1.5 cm

leave 1.5 cm boarder
on top & right

2
glue

overlapping checkers - wet square with a
flat brush, use blue to make a pale wash, let it
dry; paint blue stripes across the square, leaving
a gap in between, let it dry; paint purple stripes
vertically in the same way.

reverse painting with fingers - wash the square
with purple, quickly make fingerprints to lift off the
wet paint, clean fingers in between - snowflakes can be
made this way. You can also wait for it to dry & paint a
very thin layer of the same or different colour over it.

overlapping painting - paint purple stripes
with a flat brush, as paint starts to loose
sheen, fill gaps with blue paint; the overlapping
paint will produce more tones. Stripes can be
horizontal, in waves, or even in circular patterns.

finger painting - apply blue paint randomly with
fingers like making finger prints, let it dry; overlap
with purple the same way. This could be an exciting
way to paint berries, baubles, snow; or to cover the
bold internal shape of a fish, a butterfly or a present.

reverse painting with a tool - paint the square
purple, quickly etch a swirl pattern onto wet paint with
end of the brush or a q-tip starting from the middle; when
dry, paint the square again; this will darken the etched
line. Great for adding line patterns to any graphics.

overlapping checkers, variation - finished
in similar process as the 1st check patterns
using only blue, but the vertical stripes were
painted twice to give it a darker effect. Great
for christmas baubles or buildings.

overlapping painting, wet-on-wet - wet
paper and blot excess, paint blue waves with a flat
brush, leave a gap; fill gaps with purple, ensure
colours overlap each other to create more tones
in between. Great for backgrounds like sea or sky.

dripping paint onto wet paper - wet square, blot
excess, paint it with purple; charge pointy brush end
with blue paint and drip paint droplets onto the wet
square, layer with purple droplets in the same way;
tap paint lightly with finger to spread if required.

graduated graded wash - paint one blue stripe
starting from the side, continue to overlap the next
stripe without charging up the brush, stop in the
middle; do the same with purple starting from the
other side. Great for landscape horizon of 1 colour.

1st

leave 1.5 cm boarder
on bottom & right

1.5 cm

1.5 cm
1.5 cm

1.5 cm

your
art
reference

apply these painting techniques to
finish other graphics

Reverse painting with fingers can make
snowflakes or texture background
patterns, while a graduated wash
or overlapping painting can make
a landscape horizon or an exciting
background to feature a bold subject
or a silhouette.
Many bold bulky or small shapes
can be finger painted: a snow or
dirt ground, triangular or round
tree, flower, fish, butterfly, robin,
snowflakes, berries, lights or baubles.
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Personal Art Cards . . . A home project that lets anyone become a designer

SILHOUETTE LANDSCAPE PICTURE
Great with colour-mixing

|

Watercolour & good quality black card are easiest for novice
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SHAPELY CHUNKY TREE AGAINST A MOONLIT MOODY SKY
watercolours; good quality a4 black card, pale yellow card; 200gsm cold press paper
1.

2.
3.

4.

•

The composition of a dominating effect-rich background with a small proportion of neutral colour dark
silhouettes can deliver an impressive visual.
This type of classic landscape picture is typically coordinated with a dramatic sky background in a colour palette that
reflects a mood in nature, combined with heavier dark graphics in a smaller proportion of up to 35%.
The vast background requires virtually no graphic skills, indeed very easy for composition and medium applications, as
this unrestrictive area can be finished with a host of effect-rich applications like colour-mixing or wax-resist.
Luminous watercolour is the easiest to use and delivers the highest level of contrast, whereas, diluted poster paint and
runny gouache can work as long as the colour palette is not dark, overly cold, or moody. Both chalk and oil pastel can also
be beautiful, but they do demand some technical skills in order to generate purposeful tones, depth, textures. Broken up
tissue papers glued in overlapping layers to make abstract patterns is also very effect-rich, however the application can
be more fiddly and time-consuming, nevertheless, the end result can be well worth the extra effort.
The silhouette requires much more graphics & composition skills, and some may demand substantial creative
know-how, therefore choosing the correct type according to ability is vital.
Graphics must appear vividly against the background, well-composed, in clear shape and ideally shapely. The
proportion must be no more than 35%, and some chunkier graphics must be broken up internally with other
suitable shapes and bright colours in order to avoid bulky black lumps appearing in the picture.
The easiest picture to express well are those with a shapely ground or buildings placed along the bottom, but other
silhouettes can be placed elsewhere provided the composition makes a sensible picture, and the scale is also compatible.
The best graphics for novice to coordinate are the landscape type with simple contour, such as architectures with
various roof top shapes, bare branched trees, and grounds or cliffs with shapely contour.
Complex graphics should only be reserved for experienced artists, of which can be an angel, rabbit, reindeer, Santa
alone or on a sleigh, 3 kings alone or on camels, and a shapely human figure in action with double silhouette.
Although usually layered onto the background, silhouettes can also be finished beforehand if the medium combination
allows. For chunky shapes with easy contour, wax crayons and oil pastels are great, both can resist watercolours; for smaller
scale or intricate shapes that require more accurate applications, oil based water proof Sharpie pens are more ideal.
Dark card applied as collage is a very effective application, ideal for novice as the shapes are added lastly onto the
finished background. The card material must be in good quality, smooth or with some textures for creative purpose.
Please do not use low end construction papers made for children’s arts and craft, they are unsuitable for reproduction.

•

Sky - apply wet-in-wet technique so that it is extra tonal, not heavy, solid or pasty; with wide
brush, wet paper, paint entire template from top with prussian blue and /or ultramaine blue,
make highlighting tones near tree horizon.
Do not use black or adapt with poster paint, sky must be tonal + luminous.
Cut yellow card: snowflakes, moon no more than 8cm diameter.
Cut black card: Ground line must be shapely, about 15% of template max. Trees must be
very deeply jagged, main tree no more than 7cm wide and 11cm tall including the slender
trunk, each side tree 50% smaller and also with a slender trunk. Silhouette must not take
over 35% of the template
Position collage, but before gluing, take the following actions as required:
silhouette not visible enough remove some heavy paint with a clean wet brush along tree
horizon, can further brighten area by adding a touch of yellow watercolour.
picture appears not lively or too dark reduce scale of tree and land, make trees more
deeply jagged, enlarge the moon a touch, add more snowflakes.

VERY SHAPELY TREES AGAINST A HAZY SUNLIT SKY
chalk pastel, fixative; 200gsm cartridge paper
1.

2.

3.

Background - Rub a 6cm diameter yellow circle in the centre; rub an overlapping halo around
it with orange, then red, orange, yellow until the entire template is covered; finger smudge
following circular contour to blend, soften and smooth colours; rub more yellow in the centre
to intensify vibrancy and to promote strong visual focus, blend gently again - halo colours
should appear softly merged without visible harsh line.
Silhouette in brown with a touch of black - Apply heavy application using sharp edge in
various lengths - 5 cm for ground, 1 cm for trees; start with brown, layer with a touch of
black, blend and soften colours using fingers for the chunky ground and cotton buds for
the delicate trees.
Set with fixative.

FIREWORKS OVER CITY
wax crayon or oil pastel, watercolour, good quality a4 black card; 200gsm cold press paper
1.
2.
3.

Fireworks- draw heavy texture curve lines by gliding 5mm edge oil pastel; start from centre,
turn edge when approaching end of line to make it pointy; start with orange, layer with
pale yellow.
Dramatic sky - prepare entire template for wet-on-wet painting; with intense paint mixture,
paint top half with violet, overlap with veridian to cover entire template; add a tiny touch
of payne gray on the very top. tilt paper while paint is wet to make more colour bleeding.
Silhouette - highest point of the silhouette should not exceed 30% of the template. Find
vector art from google image search using keyword ‘london skyline silhouette’, draw shape
onto good quality dark card A4 size , cut it out and glue into place when painting is dry.

RAINBOW REFLECTION
2 mediums: watercolours, black oil pastel; 200gsm cartridge paper

SANTA OVER TOWN
watercolour, permanent marker, lemon yellow oil pastel; 220gsm watercolour paper

1.
2.

1.
2.
3.

3.
4.
5.

Sketch sea line across entire template 1/3 from bottom; position rainbow slightly off centre.
Easiest with wet-in-wet; paint rainbow starting with yellow, build shape out until the sky is
completely covered; let colours overlap.
Using the same colour palette but water it down to reduce intensity, paint the reflection in
the reverse order; let it dry.
Paint ( glaze ) the sea with a delicate layer of very weak dark blue over the reflection without
covering it; let it dry.
Add cliff silhouette by layering with a black oil pastel; cover heavily to create stark
contrasting texture. Can add as collage using good quality black card instead.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Sketch in order - buildings, moon, santa on sleigh, reindeers; use a ruler for the buildings
windows - colour-in with yellow permanent marker, use a ruler for neatness.
Black graphics - colour-in with a thin tip black permanent marker, use a ruler for the
buildings to make them look very neat and graphic.
Moon - colour-in heavily and fully with oil pastel, avoid black graphics as much as possible.
Delicate stars - draw freehand with the tip of oil pastel.
Sky - with a large brush, starting from the top left corner, paint care freely with intense mid
blue watercolour over the black graphics, be careful to not disturb yellow windows, move
brush following the reindeer angle until sky is fully covered; paint mid-green the same way
but gradually stop half way to achieve a 2 tone sky; let it dry.
Chimney smoke - gently glide with a 5mm edge pastel, smudge with finger to soften.
Hazy sky - gently rub sky surface with a touch oil pastel following the same angle of the
reindeers; finger smudge to soften.
Go over black graphics contour with a fine tip black marker, especially the Santa.

FINGER PAINTING NOT JUST FOR SNOWFLAKES
Also great for making textures, colour-mixed effects, abstract patterns, mini figures.
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FAR VIEW SNOWMEN ON A TEXTURE-RICH SNOW FIELD

AQUARIUM WITH COLOUR-MIXED WATER

medium: poster paint , thick and mid tip black marker;

medium:
collage:

paint-on-paint, wet-on-wet, colour-mixing

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

runny gouache or watercolour; 200gsm cartridge paper for template
fish pattern - a5 card, rainbow palette tissues torn into stripe
tails - red tissue, L6 x W3, twist 3 time in centre to make bow, cut in halves
reefs - bright + christmas green card, cut into sharp spiky shapes
corner rocks

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

- waxy tissue or card in brown, cut into shapes shown

Pattern card for fish - glue tissue pieces one at a time onto A5 card, alternate
colours and overlap each piece to create more colours, tones, textures; when card
is fully covered, cut 3 different size ovals with a deeply jagged triangle on one side;
cut a tail for the largest fish; save for later use.
Background - Finger paint entire template in brick pattern with aqua marine blue,
fill gaps with yellow and let prints overlap, layer with blue prints again to break
up patterns; let it dry.
Reefs - glue along bottom, overlap and criss-cross pieces to create textures.
Rocks - scrunch up brown tissues very well, unravel and glue along template base
as shown. Do not omit, they exist to give picture good structure.
Fish composition - glue the largest oval, add triangular tail; glue other fish, add
broken tissue bow as tails.

COLOUR-MIXED ORANGES

BABY BIRDS ADMIRING AN APPLE TREE
medium: gouache, watercolour, fine tip brown marker;

0208 480 6148

collage-on -paint, finger painting, colour-mixing

200gsm cartridge paper

Sketch a shapely ground line 1/3 from bottom, bare branch tree.
Sky - paint the entire template quickly with 50% diluted blue poster paint using a
large brush, move brush in long strokes, do not remove the brush marks or use too
much paint; layer a touch of 50% diluted red poster paint and fade out about 1/3
down. Can use watercolour instead, the finish will be more tonal.
Snowmen- using strong white paint, finger paint the body with a thumb, head
with middle finger. If not visible enough, make more layer.
Snow field - starting from ground line, finger paint the entire area with slightly
diluted white paint; do not cover up the blue underneath entirely, it should have
some colour-mixed and texture effects. Build up layers gradually. Let it dry.
Bare branch tree - Can be drawn freehand; using thick tip black marker pen, write
a capital Y, then add more lines to make side branches.
Accent graphics - with mid tip black marker pen, draw simple facial features, arms,
hat, scarf. They must appear vivid and bold enough, not fine dots or ultra thin lines.
Snowflakes - Make with finger prints using slightly diluted paint; if sky background
appears too heavy or not texture rich enough, add a lot more snowflakes in
various sizes to break up the sky more.

paint-on-paint, wet-on-wet, colour-mixing

|
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paint-on-paint, wet-on-wet, colour-mixing
medium: watercolour, gouache;

200gsm cartridge paper

1.

Sketch a shapely wavy line diagonally across template to allocate 50% as the field,
a trunk, and a circle for the tree.
sky - wet area, blot excess; moving large brush side to side, paint entire sky with
yellow watercolour, paint care freely over tree sketch, no need to be too careful
around the ground line; paint with a touch of blue on top half for a colour-mix
effect.
Ground - paint with green watercolour starting from ground line; let it dry.
Birds - using strong brown gouache, apply a middle finger print to make head,
thumb print to make body, let it dry; layer strong primary red gouache over brown
body as the chest, apply with index finger, may need 2-3 layers to stand out; layer
strong white gouache over head to make eye, apply with a fine brush or a cotton
bud; let it dry; add beak + legs with fine brown marker pen.
tree - paint trunk with slightly diluted brown gouache using a narrow brush, fill
tree internal with slightly diluted leaf green gouache using finger print, let it dry;
finger paint apples using strong vermillion gouache.

2.

3.
4.
5.

200gsm cold press paper
Sketch graphics, oranges in different sizes, leaves very sharp & elongated,
branches very curvy.
Wet paper, paint entire background with green starting from top left corner, brush
should be moving diagonally across paper; alternatively, paint horizontally if the
paper is turned so that corner is on the top; layer with yellow starting from the
same corner and fade out near middle.
Mix orange gouache to a semi-runny consistency, finger paint oranges in layers
until the entire areas are covered. Let it dry.
Paint branches with strong gouache in dark brown using a small brush.
Paint oval leaves with strong gouache in leaf green using a small brush, ensure
the ends are very pointy.

BABY REINDEERS FOLLOWING THE NORTH STAR

BAUBLES WITH ABSTRACT PATTERNS

medium: poster paint in dark chocolate brown, hot red; watercolour in ultra marine
blue; white wax crayon; black marker pen, yellow card; 200gsm cartridge paper

medium: gouache in ultramarine blue, viridian green, violet; jakar gold poster paint;
160gsm paper for template
collage: 3mm wide textured gold ribbon, 3 x 9 cm hot red tissue paper;
A4 200gsm cartridge paper

wax-resist, paint-over-wax, collage-on-paint, simple pen drawing

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

colour-mixing, collage application

Sketch a shapely wavy line across template to allocate at least 50% as the bare
white snow field.
With wax crayons and heavy application, draw lots of little white circles and
dashes all over the sky area; if capable, skilfully draw and colour-in the bold 5
sided star with yellow instead of adding as collage; paint the entire sky with ultra
marine blue over all wax graphics.
Be vigilant of spacing, with brown poster paint, apply a large thumb print as
reindeer body, a connecting one as head using smaller finger print. - practice on
spare paper.
Add nose with vivid strong brilliant red paint using a cotton bud or brush end
dipped with paint; nose must be vivid to make impact; let painting dry.
With black marker, skilfully draw antlers, tails, and legs; pointing the legs of each
reindeer at various angles will make graphics look more animated.
Cut a 5 sided classic star from yellow card, add as collage.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

prints must overlap, showing variations in tones &
textures, not all heavy prints; best with gouache but
can use diluted poster paint.
only cut bauble shapes after patterns are made
onto a bigger card.
can try other finger print colour-palette but ensure
it won’t turn muddy.

6.
7.
8.
9.

On cartridge paper top, sketch teardrop shape L10 x W 6cm; 2 circles, diamter
6.5cm and 7.5cm; cut them out.
On same paper, trace the 3 shapes using cut shapes as stencils.
Mixing paint - Dilute with about 30% water or semi runny, this will keep the print
from appearing too heavy and opaque.
Bauble painting in brick patterns using gold and one colour, prints should be tonal
so do not use too much paint; paint freely over the sketch lines. - Finger paint each
shape by making a row of prints with colour paint, leave a gap in between, finger
paint gap with gold, prints should overlap slightly; paint next row the same way
but place gold under the colour print, do this until the entire shape is covered.
When painting is almost dry, break up the finger print patterns more by making
another layer of colour print in random places. When almost dry, make another
layer with gold; let dry fully.
Using the stencils, sketch the shapes again before cutting.
Arrange and glue bauble shapes onto template, add ribbon as hangers, add caps
on top using colour cards or paint your own onto card and add as collage.
Twist tissue 3-4 times to make a bow, flatten it so that lots of folds are made, fan
shape out well and glue onto the centre hanger.
Add a touch more water into the gold paint mixture, finger paint onto background,
fade out and decrease print size gradually. Background can also be bare white as
these painted baubles are colourful and effect rich enough.
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SKETCH ORDERLY
USE A GOOD QUALITY 2H PENCIL, PARTITION TEMPLATE

always start lightly, erase and adjust, only make sketch darker
when all graphics are well composed, proportional, and scaled for
efficient medium application.
sketch orderly, start from the bottom with a shapely ground line,
follow by the subject and then any other setting graphics.
a ground line is typically placed about 1/4 to 1/3 from bottom
depending on scale of other setting features and your main subject
focus; it will give picture instant structure, effectively enhancing
composition.

FINGER PAINT A FIELD OF VIBRANT FLOWERS
This fully illustrated picture shows the gradual process of building up medium intensities. By
following the typical basic steps combined with using our recommended suitable tools and
paint mixtures, novice will soon be able to paint other simple pictures in layers efficiently.

5mm RULE

for this particular picture, it doesn’t matter if some
flowers are slightly cut off in the reproduction, as long as there
are a few with full view.

Characters of this typical effect-rich picture
Dual texture background, expressed with
1. Tonal soft sky in Burnt Sienna
2. Rough texture grass field in 2 green tones, 2 colours will deliver extra colour-mixed effects
Vivid lively subject in varying depth of field, expressed with
1. Stark flower stems
2. Texture-rich finger painted flowers combined with some subtle shading

sketch in order

Summer
by Hugh

for this picture, try to sketch the circles more lightly. the final
picture will look best if the black outlines are barely visible.

area for
unique

1.
2.

reference

start with steep jagged ground line 1/4 from bottom.
add lines for stems + circles for flowers; make lines
chunkier to be in proportion with the bigger circles in
front view.

This picture is based on gouache
Can substitute with luminous watercolour, which is easy for novice due to it’s naturally tonal nature.
Alternatively use poster paint, however, this type of opaque paint must be diluted accordingly to
suit graphic type, otherwise, the layering process can become difficult especially if the background
paint is pasty, solid or heavy, while the picture may also end up appearing flat and lack of effect.
You will need
1. Cartridge or Cold press paper, 200-220gsm
2. Wide brush, 2-3cm
3. Various size brushes fit for graphic scale
Brushes used for this picture are by Daler Rowney, System 3 for acrylic
•
2-3cm wide flat brush
•
#8 square or angle brush, about 5mm
•
#4 square or angle brush, about 2-3mm
•
#2/0 round brush or 1mm brush for lines; alternatively use a cardboard edge as a printing tool
4. Paint in Burnt Sienna Summer sky
Runny gouache or Watercolour or 50 / 50 poster paint
5. Paint in Leaf Green, Sap Green Grass field, flower stems
Strong gouache or strong poster paint or extra strong watercolour
Can make tricky delicate stems with bright green preprinted card, add as collage; 4-6mm wide
6. Paint in primary red, vermillion (orangy red), white
Creamy consistency gouache or Mildly diluted poster paint or Extra strong watercolour

1st LAYER

2nd LAYER

3rd LAYER, DETAILS

4th or 2nd LAYER

TONAL BACKGROUND or BASE

SUBJECT VIVID STEMS

SUBJECT VIVID TEXTURE FLOWERS

COLOUR-MIXED TEXTURE GRASS

process should take no more
than 2 minutes; use a wide
flat brush and paint in long
strokes from side to side; paint
mixture should be weaker
than mixture for foreground
or subject; typically use
50/50 dilution for poster
paint, normal strength for
watercolour, which can also
be applied wet-on-wet, or
see through runny gouache;
finish should appear tonal
and quite sheer, not flat,
pasty or heavy, therefore it is
key to leave the brush marks
and dilute paint accordingly
when using poster paint or
gouache.

suitable mediums for painting
a subject in layer is a stronger
paint mixture of the same base
medium or can be poster paint.
although marker pen may seem
like a good option for these
lines, it will not give true
colour or vibrancy because
the base has been painted, and
the stems do need to appear
vivid for this picture.
bright green card collage can
be used to make these stems,
of which can serve to give this
picture some other texture
varieties.

same as before using a
stronger paint mixture to the
base so that the subject will
appear prominent; however,
flowers need to appear vivid
but not quite as stark as the
stems, so gouache has to be
diluted slightly.

grass could be painted before
the subject; however, by
painting them at this stage
will allow a more natural
overlapping appearance.
again the field need to appear
vivid so a strong mixture must
be used.

dilute gouache with enough
water so that each colour
is still in a thin cream
consistency, not thin and
watery; use primary red,
vermillion, and a blend
of white with a touch of
vermilliion.
finger paint each head with
vermillion, layer with some
blended pale mixture on
the top, layer some primary
red near the base; this will
deliver a subtle graduated
colour-mixed effect to the
flowers.

using a #8 square or angle
brush, paint grass blades
with strong leaf green.
start
each
blade
from
bottom, as you reach the
middle, flick your wrist
upwards so that the end will
taper into a sharp finish, at
this same stage, you can also
gently rotate or turn the
brush to create the illusion
of movements. paint until
the area is almost covered
and the top appear rough
and jagged; layer with a
touch of strong sap green
gouache in the same way,
focusing on covering any
bare area.

starting from top, paint
either entire template or
gradually
stop
around
ground line with runny
burnt sienna gouache using
a wide 2-3cm brush; move
brush from side-to-side in
long strokes.

with strong leaf green
gouache, paint the 3 chunkier
stems with #4 square brush
or a narrow brush, paint thin
stems with #2/0 round brush
or a fine brush.

WAX-RESIST 3 BASIC APPLICATION PURPOSE
Oil & water don’t mix exploitation of this theory can transform your picture with exceptional effects of tones, depth and textures if
medium applications are made correctly for purpose. There are various ways to exploit this technique and they are summarised below.
In a typical application, graphics are drawn with heavy + thick wax, then watercolour or ink of suitable colour + intensity is
painted over or around them. Where wax is present, paint will not take, and where it isn’t, paint will appear in droplets if application
is paint-over-wax made in the correct proportion, of which is very easy and can return highly rewarding effects.
Crayon must be applied with much more pressure than pastel. Regardless the finish intended is for full coverage or a textured
appearance, it must be pressed harder, applied with repetition to leave a thick + heavy wax layer; line type graphics need to
be exaggerated slightly chunkier, not like faint and fine pencil lines; therefore, bold graphic is key to enable efficient application.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

paint around or over oil / wax graphics requires thick, heavy wax of full colour coverage, especially
on the subject; paint intensity can be normal, but for best impact, the colour should be contrasting.

note the wax heaviness + vivid colour coverage on the bold subjects,
there is hardly any bare paper showing, this how finish should appear

5.
6.

1.
2.
still-life leeks single contrasting colour painted around bold heavy oil subject;
similar colour painted over leaves to boost tones, depth, subject focus - great
solution for filling in bare gaps without wax see details, zoom in

3.

cabin on a landscape single colour painted wet-on-wet around heavy wax house, and
over wax tree, moon, ground; house with 2 wax layers - black first, follow by vermillion.

4.
5.

bird on branch single contrasting colour painted around a heavy wax subject

paint over pale colour wax / oil graphics requires thick, heavy wax application made under bright
light; paint mixture must be very rich & strong so that the pale wax will show up effectively.

note the wax heaviness + vivid colour coverage, and the chunky wax lines

6.

0208 480 6148

Sketch corner rock, reefs. Omitting these key graphics can make the end picture appear bland.
Turn a 5cm grey wax crayon to the side, rub it into the rock internal to give it heavy texture
coverage; paint over with rich brown watercolour, focusing more on filling crevices not
covered with wax, more than 1 paint layer may be required.
Draw the wiggly reefs with wax crayons, firstly with Christmas green, follow by lime green;
lines must be chunky, not like thin pencil lines; wax must be thick, heavy and pronounced,
so repetition will likely be required; can attach as collage using coloured card instead.
Turn template around, paint the entire sea area like a graduated wash with blue watercolour
starting next to the rock; let it dry.
On a shallow dish, mix some strong gouache with a touch of water, orange next to yellow,
but don’t mix up the 2 colours. Can use 15-20% diluted poster paint instead.
Gently dip finger into both gouache colours and make prints for fish bodies, thumb for large
fish, middle finger for smaller fish. Print tails with baby finger, alternatively use cotton bud,
but this tool won’t deliver natural skin textures and may make the shapes appear too uniform.

Sketch a circle in the middle of the template, draw a line across the middle to divide the
circle and template.
Turn a 3 cm vermillion crayon to the side, rub it heavily to cover the sun; with less pressure,
rub a halo as the sun ray, follow by orange, yellow; rub with decreasing amount of pressure
as you are building out the halo of sun ray until the entire sky area is covered; rub some
orange onto the sun to give it a coloured mixed effect.
Following the exact colour order as the sun, rub wax to make the sun reflection, but
decrease pressure substantially to give it only a hint of wax coverage until the entire sea
area is covered.
Moving brush from side to side, paint sea with blue; let it dry.
Moving brush following shape of the sun, paint sun with vermillion, following by orange
and then yellow over the wax.
Paint the reflection the same way with the same colours but using a substantially weaker
mixture paint to leave a gentle layer of colour over the blue sea and the wax underneath.

FRUITS IN A PATTERN BOWL
strong watercolour mixtures, white wax crayon or oil pastel; 200gsm cold press paper
1.
2.
3.

Sketch graphics; this may require some good graphic skills to express well.
Under bright lighting, draw graphic outlines and bowl patterns with white wax crayon;
press crayon very hard, repeat application to ensure the wax layer is very heavy, thick and
pronounced; lines must be chunky, no less than 5mm, not like faint or thin pencil lines.
Check wax under bright light, if sufficient; paint each fruit, bowl, background with strong
paint mixture in colours shown; top background is firstly painted with blue, then a few
random strokes of yellow are added for extra colour-mixed effects; let it dry.
Evaluate painting, if necessary, add more paint layers until the white wax pops out intensely
to give your picture strong subject focus.

snowman in the snow blue painted around heavy wax wagon + over other heavy
wax graphics; snowflakes finger painted lastly with slightly diluted poster paint.

4.

abstract winter landscape strong paint over simple white wax graphics

do not adapt by removing the background line
the picture may appear bland otherwise; the chunky line exists to give this type of still-life picture
good composition, while the dual colour background serves to give picture more texture & colour
varieties.

pattern fish in motion various vibrant paint over heavy wax line-type graphics.

paint over any chosen graphics, for creative purpose to make colour-mixing and texture effects.
requires strong paint mixture + thick wax, however, amount of wax coverage depends on intended finish.

3.

This application is highly constructive for boosting
visual effects in bold backgrounds like a ground,
sky or sea; it is also very constructive for most bold
internal close-up shapes, particularly those with a
plainer contour like a pudding, bauble or orange.
It can efficiently deliver impressive textures or
colour-mix effects ranging from subtle to extremely
intense; the finish depends on the combination of
wax colour + thickness and paint colour + strength;
therefore, varying wax/oil application with suitable
pressure + coverage is key to control the amount of
paint absorption.
Paint mixture should typically be strong for efficient
application and best contrast; for intense textures,
painting in several layers is usually required.
The level of effects that can be made will depend

|

BLAZING SUN REFLECTION
wax crayons, watercolour; 200gsm cold press paper

2.

This application is great for a snow landscape, day
or night scene. Paint can be in a single or a blend
of colours, even in patterns. A weak paint mixture
is ineffective and will not deliver subject focus or
contrast, however, the intensity can be built up in
layers provided wax is already heavily applied onto
a good quality art paper.
Pale tone wax like yellow or peach are effective, and
white is especially dramatic, however, application
must be made systematically under bright light,
and it must be thoroughly checked for thickness &
coverage prior to painting.

INFO@CREATIONARTCARDS.CO.UK

FINGER PRINT LITTLE GOLD FISH
wax crayons, watercolour, gouache; 200gsm cold press or cartridge paper

1.

This is the most basic application intended to give
picture a dual texture finish of a heavy, vivid colour
wax subject and a soft tonal background, which can
be in a single colour or more. This efficient process
enables quick background coverage and carefree
painting around wax/oil graphics of all contours.
A similar colour in strong mixture can be painted
over any wax graphic as an effective solution for
filling in bare gaps not covered with enough wax,
however, where wax is present must still be heavy.
Paint will make surface appear fully coloured, with
added soft textures, tones, vibrancy - great for
boosting subject focus or simply making effects.

|
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on how well you can apply the wax-resist theory, plus your skills in wax
application and colour coordination. Black paint over brown wax rubbing
will create a granite effect, great for a tree trunk, rock or ground; brown paint
over black & brown wax will create a textured rich pudding; blue paint over
some gentle wavy yellow wax will deliver a sea with subtle highlights; and
rich pale blue or green paint over white wax will create a soft magical snow
landscape, whereas, deep blue paint will create harsher texture speckles.

swan in water subject - blue paint over heavy white wax; background - blue paint over yellow + green wax rubbing
still-life holly leaves-rich veridian green paint over wax in bright green outline, yellow internal; background & berries-pastels blended smoothly
close-up fish in water rock-brown paint over grey oil; last section- hint of green, orange paint over white, grey oil; other -pastel or watercolours

ABSTRACT PATTERN COLLAGE TREES ON A LANDSCAPE
watercolour in veridian green, cobalt blue, vermillion red; white wax crayon; white poster paint
template: 200gsm cartridge or cold press paper
pattern cards: 3 pieces of 200gsm A5 cold press paper or cartridge paper or good quality white card
texture sheet, A5 or larger: corrugated board, kitchen cupboard liner or any sheet with knobbly texture
wax-resist pattern card instructions see how pattern card look in ‘bleeding tissue technique
place a texture sheet under A5 card during wax application - 1st pattern card with corrugated
board, 2nd pattern card with knobbly sheet, 3rd pattern card with nothing.
turn white crayon to side, press hard and rub across card a few times until it is very well
covered with a heavy and thick wax layer, remove texture material, paint the entire card with 2-5
layers of strong vermilliion or orange red watercolour. let it dry.
1.

do not make patterns onto a ready-cut shape.
can make 1 tree, picture is more difficult to express well
tree must be at least 50% bolder, broken into 5 pieces;
much more snowflakes must be added to the sky to
create more effects, best made with various techniques
like spattering, finger painting, wax-resist dashes, etc

2.
3.
4.

Background - Wet template with a large brush, paint it entirely with veridian green
watercolour, about half dry, add some random strokes of cobalt blue, tilt paper to encourage
colour bleeding. Let it dry.
Snow ground - Sponge paint 45% of the template with mildly diluted white poster paint.
Trees - On dry pattern cards, cut 4 slender rectangles for trunks, 4 triangles (cm) W8 x H10,
W6 x H10, W6 x H9, W5 x H8. Cut largest triangle into 3 pieces. Compose as shown and glue
onto dry background, place broken triangle in the front, trees can overlap slightly as shown.
Snowflakes - Finger paint with mildly diluted white poster paint. Alternatively, wet finger
slightly and make finger prints onto the sky background while paint is still wet in step 1. If
final picture does not look exciting enough, or the sky appears too heavy, solid or flat, break
it up more by adding more snowflakes, make them into varying shapes and sizes.

METALLICS GOLD, SILVER, COPPER
Do not use highly reflective material, it does not reproduce well, typically just dark & unexciting.
Matte is more reliable, and satin sheen can be fine depending on how the material is used.
Metallic Paint Less is more, it must be diluted unless the graphics is smaller
like stars, bauble hangers, or little baubles or lights on a tree. We recommend
using a high quality poster paint by JAKAR in gold, silver and copper.
Never use the type with glitter pieces unless you are scanning the art.
The reproduction of other colour metallic poster paint such as blue or red
would only appear dark and without any metallic quality, therefore it serves
no creative purpose and should not be used. To gain a more accurate and
lively reproduction, best to use watercolour or standard poster paint instead.
angel hand prints, face, halo
gold & standard blue paint applied sparingly in 10% dilution; gold is a much
better choice compare to yellow because yellow only appears with impact
against darker colours and therefore won’t show up well enough on white.
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Gold, Silver, Copper Collage Materials They can reproduce well only
if the surface is not highly reflective. Matte or satin sheen finish can both
return a lively reproduction, especially if the material has some textures.
highly decorative textured matte silver star
if you are going to add a star onto a single bold tree, make it a highly
decorative one to really enhance the picture quality. avoid those smaller
common solid metallic stars as they are not that decorative for this
purpose and will most likely return an unexciting darkish reproduction.
painted gold tree trunk
more exciting than brown, strong paint mixture is best for smaller graphics.
finger painted silver baubles
strong mixture is best for this application, same with the red baubles.

marble-like texture-rich gold background
this background is rag painted with gold paint diluted with 20% water.
it is key to keep the background more tonal and texture rich especially
when featuring a bold and bulky subject that is made with heavier medium
applications such as this collage pudding.
alternatively, brush paint the background with luminous watercolour
in crimson red or vermillion red and make some streaky backruns,
this complementary colour will make the sharp green hollies pop out
effectively; whereas, if green or even blue is used, the hollies will appear
with way less impact and therefore the picture quality will be much
reduced.

texture-rich gold hangers
3-5mm wide is typically a good width for this purpose, any wider the
graphics may appear overly chunky. these hangers are made with 3mm
wide textured fabric ribbons taken from an organza drawstring gift bag.

grid-like texture-rich silver background
this background is painted with wax-resist technique using 10% diluted
silver paint over heavy white wax rubbing; a knobbly texture sheet is
placed under the art paper during the wax application, and the paint
may likely need to be applied in more than 1 layer in order to show good
visibility. to make fine vertical patterns, use a corrugated board instead.

Gold, Silver, Copper Oil Based Marker Pens Great for smaller, delicate
or intricate graphics. Avoid bargain pens, use pens by SHARPIE or UNI.
Medium tip is best for most applications, thick tip is suitable for covering
bolder graphics or for drawing with a single stroke such as a bare branch
tree, while a fine tip is suitable for defining sharpness when there are
detailed graphics involved.

silver star collage
they are made with black card, not thin floppy paper, the slight
protruding nature of thicker material will promote a much more effective
reproduction, delivering an exciting 3-d illusion from the shadow.
the stars are drawn onto the black card and then covered fully with
silver sharpie pen before the cutting process. alternatively, paint a small
black card with strong silver paint and then cut out the star shapes.

silver tree outline
this gives a subtle yet effective definition without causing distraction or
clashing with other vibrant colours in the picture.

texture-rich copper bird body
abstract texture patterns are painted onto a white card, not thin floppy
paper, the slight protruding nature of thicker material will promote a much
more effective reproduction, delivering an exciting 3-D illusion from the
shadow.
patterns are rag painted with 15% diluted copper poster paint onto A5 white
card, thereafter the elongated shape body is sketched and then cut out.
the stark tummy, beak, eye, tail, feet are collage pieces added to build
the entire bird. colour-mixed tail is made with twisted tissues in orange
and red; eye & legs in black colour card pieces; extra vivid tummy &
beak in tissue paper on white card, shapes are cut out thereafter - this
tissue on white card method can deliver a much more vibrant and lively
reproduction compare to using most preprinted colour cards.

copper outlines and patterns
the intricate outlines and patterns are skilfully drawn with various width
pens suitable for purpose. thick tip for the text and medium tip for the
main bauble, the variations are also made for creative purpose.

gold leaves and bauble caps
they are made with feraro roche chocolate wrappers glued onto an A5
card, not thin floppy paper, thereafter, the leaves and cap shapes are
sketched onto the back and then cut out. this wrapper has a satin sheen
finish combined with some textures, not highly reflective.
marble-like texture-rich gold background
similar to the pudding picture, this background is rag painted with gold
paint diluted with 20% water.

gold tree patterns
this gives the tree internal some exciting visual without causing
distraction or clashing with other vibrant colours in the picture.

silver & copper bauble hanger
the silver hanger is creatively defined with delicate copper dots.
abstract texture silver & copper background
this background is painted with wax-resist technique using 10% diluted
silver paint over a blend of heavy wax rubbing in cream and copper; the
art paper is placed onto a rough texture wooden table during the wax
application in order to achieve the subtle textures.

PICTURES THAT DO NOT REPRODUCE WELL

FLAT or OVERLY HEAVY PICTURE NOT EFFECT-RICH, HAS LITTLE OR NO TONES, DEPTH, TEXTURES

Making a good quality reproduction compatible effect-rich picture is all about good coordination, this begins
by choosing suitable graphics and picture type fit for ability, follow by having some understanding of colourcoordination, medium characters and their applications, and finally using effective tools.
A reproduction compatible picture should be coordinated with the following characters in mind . . .

GRAPHICS

FINISH

>

>

>
>

Good clear shape, subject focussed
Bold or proportional to picture type
Structurally composed in a clear meaningful setting

>
>

Skilful & effective medium applications - paint, pen type, collage
Vibrant and lively, with effective colour coordination
Effect-rich, with contrasting tones, depth, textures

This article highlights some picture coordinations or applications that should be avoided.
There are many other variables that aren’t shown, but these are the most common examples. Pictures without
a cross show how else a similar subject or picture type can be coordinated to gain an exciting effect-rich finish.
SAME-ON-SAME or DARK-ON-DARK or PALE-ON-PALE LACK OF CONTRAST, LACK OF SUBJECT FOCUS
Dark-on-Dark
1. Black eyes on dark won’t show

Rim the dark pupils with white,
this will deliver instant subject
focus because the subject will
appear more expressive and
lively, making the picture way
more inviting.

2. Dark & dull silhouette picture

Make sky lively by using a more
vibrant colour palette, break
up chunky silhouette with some
extra bright windows.

3. Lifeless picture, no subject focus

A subject must be in clear focus
in order to promote an effective
visual. A softer vibrant subject
will pop out much better against
a darker background, outlining
it with a gold marker pen can
enhance definition and also add
more creative edge to the picture.

Pale-on-Pale
1. White on white won’t show

Using collage ineffectively
1. 2. 100% preprinted card material
3. 85% preprinted card material
The sparsely painted heavy polka
dots are not effect-rich enough
combined with the heavy collage
materials used for both the tree &
bold background.

Collage only works well combined
with tonal or texture-rich paint,
taking up no more than 35% of the
picture. Sparing application will
always deliver the most impact to
the end picture.

Pieces must be small, any

larger pieces must be broken up;
overlapping some will make fab
3d illusion in the reproduction.

If the proportion is high, various
textured materials should be used.
4. 5. Collage over 35% and also
in overly large chunky pieces.
The pen type medium on
paper is same as flat-on-flat, no
different to a colouring-in.

Materials must be broken up into
much smaller pieces so that more
varieties in texture and colour
are added to the entire picture.

6. Dark collage or graphics used
in overly large chunk and also
over 35%

The internal of any bulky or
bold dark graphics must be
broken up to avoid a dark lump
dominating the picture. this can
be expressed by breaking up it
with bright windows as shown in
this easy well-composed classic
landscape picture.

White graphics need to be
painted in layer over a colour
background in order to show up

2. Overly soft or pale picture

Paler or lighter colour
foreground graphics only show
up well if the application is
intense enough, in most cases,
the background also need to be
intense but not flat & pasty.

3. Similar intensity won’t stand out

Best to build up intensity

to create strong contrast,
however, you can outline
foreground graphics with a
marker pen to boost definition.
Pen could be black, gold, or
silver. If the picture is on the
dark side, a black or dark pen is
ineffective.
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Pasty, heavy, solid poster paint
Opaque paint need to be diluted
to suit graphic type unless it is for
small accent graphics. Background
30-50%, bold graphics 15-35%.
1. Heavy solid hand print picture

Hand / foot print look best on
white; heavy print from using
too much paint is unattractive,
whereas a print showing natural
skin textures is far more inviting.

2. A solid background will likely
drown the subject and deliver a
flat picture, especially combine
with a heavy flat subject like these.

Rag paint a background with

20% diluted gold poster paint to
promote textures.

3. Heavy & solid flat painting.
Dilute paint & use a hard bristle brush
to promote brush marks, break it up
more by applying colour-mixing.

